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Abstract
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Abstract

Graphene, a single atomic layer of graphite, has been the focus of recent intensive studies due to its novel electronic and structural properties. Metals grown on graphene also have been of interest because of their potential use as metal contacts in graphene devices, for spintronics applications, and for catalysis. All of these applications require good understanding and control of the metal growth morphology, which in part reflects the strength of the metal-graphene bond. Also of importance is whether the interaction between graphene and metal is sufficiently strong to modify the electronic structure of graphene. In this review, we will discuss recent experimental and computational studies related to deposition of metals on graphene supported on various substrates (SiC, SiO\textsubscript{2}, and hexagonal close-packed metal surfaces). Of specific interest are the metal-graphene interactions (adsorption energies and diffusion barriers of metal adatoms), and the crystal structures and thermal stability of the metal nanoclusters.
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1. Introduction

Graphene and its novel properties have been studied extensively over the last decade [1-11]. Its unusual electronic structure holds the promise of potential applications in many areas, especially for the new generation of ultrafast microelectronics. Its unique properties are related to the linear energy dispersion, with the two characteristic Dirac cones touching at a single point, and also to high electron mobility. Although these properties of clean graphene have been confirmed by many experimental measurements and theoretical calculations, open questions remain regarding the interactions of foreign atoms with graphene, especially metal atoms.

There are numerous potential applications of graphene that require a good understanding of graphene-metal interactions. For example, a strong metal-graphene interaction is necessary to ensure high quality metal contacts for device applications, but the interaction should not be so strong as to destroy the essential features of the graphene electronic structure. Metals have been used as dopants to control the Fermi level $E_F$ via charge transfer [5-6], but again the transfer should not be so extensive as to disturb the electron density distribution and degrade the electronic properties of graphene. So far, most of the doping experiments have been carried out without systematic control of the arrangement or morphology of dopant atoms. These metal atoms could exist within the layers of a smooth film (Frank van der Merwe growth), within three-dimensional nanoclusters (NCs) (Volmer-Weber growth), or as isolated adatoms on graphene. Different metal/graphene interface morphologies can modify the graphene electronic structure in adsorbate specific manner. If magnetic metals are deposited on graphene, the scope of applications is even larger: the grown structures can be used as spin filters [7-8], as high magnetic anisotropy materials [8], or as systems exhibiting novel Kondo effects [9]. They can also be used to magnetize graphene itself [10], to grow high densities of magnetic nanoclusters for computer storage applications [8-10], or even to induce superconductivity in graphene [11-12].

The purpose of this review is to survey a variety of metal/graphene systems and draw some general conclusions about the interactions of metal with graphene. We primarily focus on studies in which the graphene synthesis and metal deposition both occur in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). These systems are ideal models for understanding the fundamental aspects of the metal-graphene interaction. We first consider graphene layers that are formed by removal of near-surface Si from SiC. These are attractive substrates for growth because these graphene layers can exhibit extended, defect-free regions and they have weak interaction with the underlying material. Second, we consider another class of substrates where graphene is transferred to, or grown on, a SiO$_2$ film which is in turn supported on Si. Finally, we consider another intriguing route to in situ formation of graphene which involves chemical vapor deposition on extended metal surfaces, and we will survey this area as well.

Thermal annealing of Si-terminated SiC produces single layer (G1) or bilayer (G2) graphene of very high quality with domains that extend over several $\mu$m by the slow and controlled desorption of Si from steps on the SiC(0001) surface. The fraction of graphene in the form of G1 and G2 can be controlled mainly by adjusting the annealing rate to reach the graphitization temperature of $\sim$1470 K with a faster rate favoring G1 over G2 [13-15]. The graphene lattice, showing corrugation attributable to a $6\sqrt{3}$ reconstruction of a carbon-rich buffer layer between graphene and SiC substrate, is presented in a
high-resolution STM image in Fig.1. A number of experimental studies of the growth morphology of metals on graphene on Si-terminated SiC(0001) substrates have been reported recently, and these will be reviewed below. It has been shown that deposition of different metals on graphene can exhibit different growth morphologies and stability due to the different nature and strength of interaction between the metals and graphene. Motivated by the experimental studies, theoretical calculations based on first-principles density functional theory (DFT) for freestanding or unsupported graphene (noting that the graphene-SiC interaction is weak) have also been performed to investigate the metal-graphene interaction and changes in the graphene properties emerging after metal adsorption. These experimental and theoretical studies will be reviewed in this paper.

Another class of systems receiving recent attention involves deposition of metals on few-layer graphene (FLG) supported on SiO$_2$ thin films. These studies often emphasize the influence of electrostatic interactions in controlling the distribution and morphology of metal films and nanoclusters [16-34]. We will briefly review observed behavior in these systems.

We also note that the rumpled structure of graphene supported on many single-crystal transition metal surfaces, which is due to lattice mismatch, provides a natural, periodically-templated substrate [35] with the potential to direct self-assembly of metal NCs. (In contrast, the stochastic nature of homogeneous nucleation on uniform flat SiC-supported graphene sheets limits the control of NC locations.) The resulting periodically ordered arrays of metal NCs provide model systems for fundamental studies of catalysis and plasmonics. For example, a well-defined periodic moiré pattern is formed between graphene and the metal substrate on Cu(111) [36-37], but not on Ni(111) [38-40]. A prominent moiré pattern also occurs for Au(111) [41], Ru(0001) [42-48], Ir(111) [49-51], and various other substrates. The reason for directed assembly lies in the feature that the graphene-substrate interaction is strong, and as a result the energetics for adsorbed metal adatoms exhibit significant periodic variation across the moiré supercell. This feature can induce specific preferred nucleation sites within the supercell, so that deposited atoms may aggregate at these locations, forming a regular periodic NC array. In addition, a high barrier for diffusion between moire cells enables the formation of a periodic array of small stable NCs. There have been many studies with STM of metal NC formation for graphene supported on the above metal surfaces, and these will be described later in some detail in this review. We also describe related DFT analysis and atomistic-level modeling of directed-assembly.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Experimental observations of the growth morphology of metals on SiC-supported graphene will be discussed in Section 2. The distinctive behavior of metals on SiO$_2$-supported graphene, where electrostatic interactions often dominate, is reported in Section 3. In Section 4, we provide an overview of directed-assembly of metal nanoclusters on metal-supported G1. We discuss both the rumpled structure of graphene sheets guiding directed-assembly, and the relevant quantities for characterization of NC distributions. A detailed description of experimental observations for metal NCs on metal-supported graphene is provided in Section 5, focusing on Ir(111) and Ru(0001) substrates. Then, atomistic-level modeling of directed-assembly in these systems and related DFT analysis is described in Section 6. This is followed by a general discussion of factors impacting the growth morphology and thermal stability in Section 7, and a discussion of the electronic and magnetic properties...
of metal NCs in Sections 8. Comparisons between adsorption of metals on graphene and on graphite are drawn in Section 9. Intercalation for supported graphene systems and for graphite is in Section 10. Finally, a summary will be given in Section 11.

2. Growth Morphology for metals on SiC-supported graphene

Single layer (G1) or bilayer (G2) graphene produced by thermal annealing of Si-terminated SiC is almost defect free and has very weak interaction with the substrate. Therefore, metal deposition and growth on SiC-supported graphene provides an excellent model system for studying and understanding the interaction between metals and graphene. In this section, the experimental deposition studies were performed at room temperature (RT) unless otherwise noted.

2.1 Alkali metal (AM) growth on graphene

Alkali metals on graphene are of great interest and importance for potential device applications because the carrier density in graphene can be controlled by alkali metal doping while keeping the characteristic band structure of graphene intact. The growth morphology of several alkali metals on graphene, including Li [52], Na [53], as well as Cs [54] has been studied experimentally. It was shown [52] that Li deposition on graphene supported by SiC(0001) at room temperature can form islands or droplets, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The lateral size of the islands shown in Fig. 2(a) is about 70 nm. In comparison, a linear chain structure [53] is found for Na on graphene at a low coverage as shown in Fig. 2(b). When the coverage increases, the Na chains become dense and coalesce into islands which are characterized by 6×6 corrugation structures, followed by intercalation of Na between the buffer layer and the graphene layer. We are not aware of any experimental studies of K on graphene, but deposition of K on the basal graphite surface at very low temperature of 11K [55] has been reported. Fig. 2(c) shows that K adatoms on the graphite surface tend to form atomic superlattices. The formation of intriguing adatom superlattices is more clearly seen for Cs on graphene [54]. By using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), it was shown that the formation of such Cs superlattices is dependent on the number of graphene layers and can be classified into three types: 1) short-range ordered hexagonal structures with an inter-adatom separation of 1.85 nm on monolayer graphene (i.e., Fig. 3(a)); 2) long-range well-ordered superlattices on multilayer (less than six layers) graphene, with a periodicity of 1.85 and 3.20 nm, corresponding to 1×1 and √3×√3 Cs superlattices, respectively (i.e., Fig. 3(b) and (c)); 3) disordered structures due to the collapse of the Cs superlattices (i.e., Fig. 3(d)) when the number of graphene layers increases to six. It is also found that the density of Cs adatoms on bilayer graphene is substantially larger than that on monolayer graphene.

There have been extensive theoretical calculations devoted to the studies of adsorption energy [55-66] and diffusion barriers [56-60], as well as of properties such as charge transfer [56-62] and electric dipole moments [56-59] for alkali metals on graphene. From the first-principles calculations and bonding analysis [67], it has been shown that all alkali metal adatoms have their outer shell s electron almost completely transferred to graphene, creating large electric dipole moments as shown in Table 1. The interaction between the alkali metal adatoms and graphene is strongly ionic as indicated by the small bond order parameters and relatively large adsorption energies shown in Table 1. It is interesting to note that although K and Cs adatoms on graphene have larger absorption energies, their
diffusion barriers are very small (0.06 eV for K and 0.03 eV for Cs). In comparison, Li and Na on graphene have higher diffusion barriers (~0.29 eV for Li and ~0.16 eV for Na). The diffusion barrier is anti-correlated with the size of the alkali adatom. The experimental observations of different growth morphologies for different alkali metals on graphene discussed above can be partially attributed to the different diffusion barriers. The larger diffusion barriers for Li and Na adatoms produce islands with smaller size while almost no barrier and large adsorption energy for Cs and K leads to the continuous growth of single atomic layers on graphene.

In addition to the interaction between an alkali adatom and graphene, the interaction between the adatoms should also play an important role in the growth morphology. The induced charge transfer and electric dipole moment will cause strong repulsions between the alkali adatoms due the dipole-dipole interaction and Coulomb interaction of the charged particles. Ref. 55 suggests that electric dipole-dipole interaction is the dominant interaction between K adatoms on a graphite surface. However, using first-principles calculations, Liu et al. [68] showed that the screened Coulomb interaction between K$^+$ ions is much stronger than the dipole-dipole interaction as shown in Fig. 4. Experiments by Song et al. [54] also suggest strong screened Coulomb repulsion between Cs adatoms on graphene. It seems that the strong Coulomb repulsion and the very small diffusion barrier are responsible for the formation of atomic superlattices for Cs on graphene and K on graphite. However, the dependence of the superlattice structure on the number of graphene layers observed for Cs on graphene is still not well understood. Whether the growth morphology of K on graphene will be different from that on graphite also is an open question. Moreover, Li and Na adatoms should also exhibit Coulomb repulsions due to charge transfer, but the strength of these interactions and how they influence the growth morphology of Li and Na on graphene still needs further investigation.

2.2 3d Transition metals (TM) growth on graphene

Due to their large local magnetic moment, there has been much interest in growing 3d transition metal films, especially Fe and Co, on graphene for potential spintronics device and magnetic storage applications. STM experiments [69-74] have shown that the growth of 3d transition metals on graphene mainly exhibits a Volmer-Weber mode, i.e., formation of three-dimensional (3D) nanoclusters presumably close to equilibrium. The growth morphology of Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni on graphene is shown in Fig. 5. The mean island size for Fe and Co on graphene is similar, while the island size for Ni is smaller and that of Mn is bigger (at the same coverage). The distribution of island sizes for Ni, Co, and Fe is quite narrow, while a substantial population of significantly larger-than-average islands is observed for Mn on graphene. First-principles calculations have been performed to study the adsorption energy and diffusion barriers of 3d transition metals on graphene [9,75-77]. The adsorption energy $E_a$ increases from Fe to Co and then to Ni as one can see from Table 1. However, the diffusion barrier decreases from Fe to Co and then to Ni. The adsorption energies and the bond order parameters of these three elements are large, indicating strong covalent bonding with graphene. By contrast, Mn exhibits much weaker interaction with graphene and has a very small diffusion barrier (0.068 eV). There is a correlation between the experimentally observed growth morphology, and the calculated adsorption energy and diffusion barrier, which will be discussed in more detail later in section 7.
The most interesting experimental observation for deposition of Fe and Co on graphene is the continuous increase of island density as the coverage $\theta$ increases [70-71]. For practically all metals grown on graphene, the coverage dependence of the nanocluster (NC) density $N$ follows standard surface nucleation behavior, effectively saturating at low amounts of deposited material when the surface area covered is approximately 5% [78]. However, for Fe on graphene, a steady nucleation of new islands can be seen in the persistent presence of small islands in Figs. 6(a) – (e). This behavior is observed as the coverage is varied over 3 orders of magnitude from 0.002 to 2.3 ML. We note that for very low coverage, indeed a very low $N$ is observed, where these initial Fe islands are still 3D and contain several hundred atoms. This shows that initially the diffusion length is at least 50 nm (the average island separation in Fig. 6(a)), since the large number of deposited atoms incorporated in the islands must traverse such large distances. A continuous increase of the island density with deposition coverage is also observed for Co on graphene [71] as shown in Fig. 7.

The anomalous behavior of the island density for Fe and Co on graphene observed from experiments seems to indicate the presence of long-range repulsive interactions between the Fe and Co adatoms that suppress the aggregation of the Fe and Co adatoms to preexisting NCs. To gain insight into this interesting phenomenon observed by experiments, first-principles calculations have been carried out to study the interaction between a pair of adatoms on graphene [79]. The interaction between Fe-Fe adatoms is found to consist of a short-range attraction and longer-range repulsion as shown in Fig. 8. It has been suggested that the repulsive interactions for Fe adatoms at large distances can account for the unusual nucleation of Fe NCs on graphene discussed above [70,79]. This hypothesis might be verified by the comparison of the experimental images with kinetic Monte Carlo simulations modeling growth with long range interactions obtained from first-principles DFT calculations discussed above. Future simulations along this line are desirable. In Section 6, we will contrast behavior for Co and Fe deposition, as well as deposition of other transition metals, on SiC-supported graphene with that for Ir(111)-supported graphene [80-86].

2.3 Rare-earth metal (REM) growth on graphene

Rare-earth metals (REMs) have very unusual magnetic properties and occupy a unique position in light emission technologies. They are becoming increasingly important in developing cutting-edge high-tech products. Therefore, REMs on graphene is an interesting topic. Fig. 9 shows the growth morphology of several REMs on epitaxial graphene supported by SiC(0001). The STM images show a very high nucleated NC density for Gd [87-88], Dy [15,89], and almost smooth growth for Eu [90-91]. The most interesting feature are the fractal-like Gd three-dimensional (3D) NCs on graphene. Fig. 10 shows the results for Gd deposition at room temperature (RT) as a function of coverage. The fractal-like 3D islands are seen over a wide range of coverage, while the NC size increases with coverage, and the NC density $N$ is constant at approximately $1.2\times10^{-3}$ NCs/nm$^2$. The fractal shape of the NCs persists even after annealing to high temperature of 800 K.

Room temperature (RT) deposition of Dy on graphene shows a high density of islands as seen in Fig. 11 (a). When Dy growth is carried out at higher temperature and larger deposited amounts, crystalline multi-height NCs formed. As seen in Fig. 11(b) the
shapes of the NCs are mostly triangular for growth at 660 K after continuous deposition up to a total amount of 1.36 ML. There are approximately an equal number of 3D NCs pointing in opposite directions. These are multi height NCs with perfectly completed, flat tops extending all the way to steep side walls.

Hexagonal shapes are expected for the hcp Dy crystal since all the six growth planes constituting the sides of a 3D NC are equivalent. The triangular shapes observed for Dy suggest that the crystal is fcc(111) since for fcc crystals the six side growth planes are nonequivalent and have either (111) or (100) orientation. When Dy is deposited sequentially in small increments, the Dy NCs grow bigger with incomplete top layers. The stacked layers point in the same direction as expected for fcc ABCABC stacking while for hcp ABAB stacking the direction would alternate. Changes in the crystallography of the NCs can modify the magnetic properties of the Dy nanostructures on graphene, and therefore widens their potential applications.

Only Dy NCs show these triangular shapes among the magnetic metals [15,87-91] (i.e., Fe, Eu, and Gd) on graphene studied to date. It is interesting to note that these Dy NCs not only have ideal triangular shapes but they are multi-height ~10 layers even when the total amount deposited is much lower at ~1.36ML. In most other fcc metal systems, where analogous deviation from equilibrium Wulff shapes have been observed and attributed to anisotropic corner rounding, the NCs were single layer NCs [92]. These basic observations confirm again not only the 3D growth mode for metals on graphene, but also the strong preference of Dy to be exclusively in the fcc crystal structure when grown on graphene. It would be interesting to clarify the role of graphene since bulk-like hcp(0001) Dy NCs grow on W(110) [93-94]. In another comparison, an earlier study using in situ resistivity and electron diffraction showed that Dy deposited on a glass substrate grows initially as an fcc crystal up to a thickness of 20 nm, followed by a gradual structure change from fcc to hcp, at higher thicknesses [95].

In comparison, Eu deposited at RT forms large crystalline clusters, mainly of height 0.75 nm (about 2 atomic Eu(110) layers) as one can see from Fig. 9 (c). The film closes smoothly if the deposition of Eu continues. We will review other metals on graphene supported by metal substrates in later sections, but we would like to point out here that layer-by-layer growth at RT is also observed for Eu on graphene supported on Ir(111) as shown in Fig. 12(h)-(i) [91]. However, the growth morphology of Eu at low temperature is different from that at RT. Fig. 12(a)-(f) shows a sequence of STM images resolving growth morphologies of Eu on graphene with an Ir substrate at low temperature (35K) for increasing amount of deposited Eu [91]. Eu clusters arrays with short range order can be seen from the STM images, especially Eu dimer. The island density increases initially with the deposited amount (Fig. 12(a)-(c)) and then saturates (Fig. 12(d) and (e)). The island density slightly decreases and the island size grows bigger as the coverage increases further (Fig. 12(f)) due to cluster coalescence.

The growth morphology differences for the three REMs on graphene are consistent with the calculated diffusion barriers listed in Table 1. Gd shows a relatively high diffusion barrier of 0.31 eV, followed by that of Dy (~0.18 eV) and then by that of Eu (~0.13 eV). The high density fractal islands of Gd would be attributed to its high diffusion barrier. On the other hand, the low diffusion barrier for Eu would explain why the Eu crystalline islands grow quickly in an almost layer-by-layer fashion.
2.4 Other metal growth on graphene

In addition to the alkali, $3d$ transition, and rare earth metals discussed above, growth of other metals including Pb and Cu on graphene on SiC has also been investigated \cite{96-104} due to their potential applications in electronic devices and nanotechnology.

Fig. 13(a) shows that in a 100×100nm$^2$ area only three large Pb islands are observed with growth conditions $T = 78$ K and $\theta = 0.5$ ML. The NCs have heights of eight, seven and six layers and regular face-centered cubic (fcc) (111) shapes. The growth of large crystalline Pb islands on graphene at low temperature is consistent with first principles calculations showing that there is almost no barrier for Pb adatom diffusion on graphene, as one can see from Table 1.

Fig. 13(b) shows an STM image of the zero layer graphene (ZLG) after deposition of a Cu film of thickness 12 Å. The surface is completely covered by many large clusters, which are considered to consist of deposited Cu atoms. Each large cluster has a diameter and a height of $10 \sim 20$ nm and $0.5 \sim 1.0$ nm, respectively.

First-principles calculations show that a Cu adatom on graphene has a similar adsorption energy and diffusion barrier as Pb, yet the growth morphology of the two metals are not quite the same. The origin of such difference is still not well understood.

In Section 5.1, we describe the behavior for deposition of various metals (Ir, Pt, W, Re, Fe, Au) on Ir(111)-supported graphene, where Ir, Pt and W form well-ordered NC arrays, but not Fe and Au \cite{105-108}.

3. Metals on few-layer-graphene (FLG) on SiO$_2$/Si

Monocrystalline graphitic thin films supported on SiO$_2$ were discovered in 2004 \cite{1}. These films are only a few atomic layers thick, and are therefore referred to as few-layer graphene (FLG). Here, we use $n$-layer to denote the thickness of a graphene film. They are stable under ambient conditions \cite{1}. Since their original discovery, various different methods have been reported for transfer-free synthesis (including etch precipitation, conventional or plasma enhanced CVD, dual flame methods, ion implantation) of FLG films supported on SiO$_2$ substrates \cite{109-117}, as well as for transfer onto a SiO$_2$ substrate \cite{1,118-121}.

In these experimental studies, the SiO$_2$ substrate is often of hundreds of nm thick and is itself supported on a thick Si wafer. In the last five years, several experimental groups have deposited various metals on FLG/SiO$_2$/Si to form metal clusters or films, and then observed dewetting and coarsening behavior after annealing at different temperatures \cite{16-34}. A significant feature observed in these studies is that the morphology of metal films deposited on the FLG/SiO$_2$ has a strong dependence on the layer number $n$. We caution, however, that these studies are often not performed under UHV conditions.

3.1 Au on FLG/SiO$_2$

Zhou et al. \cite{17} used scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to observe the morphologies of Au films and nanoclusters (NCs) on FLG on SiO$_2$/Si. Vacuum deposition of Au on the substrate was performed under ambient conditions (~ 300 K). SEM studies revealed distinct morphologies at a high coverage of Au for different thicknesses of FLG, but morphologies are similar for $n \geq 4$. After annealing at ~1535 K in vacuum for 30 s, Au NCs form on all $n$-layer graphene films. Morphologies, sizes, and densities ($N$) of Au NCs significantly depend on $n$—see Fig.14. Assuming that NC density is controlled by irreversible nucleation and growth for 2D nanoclusters with a
simple scaling relation \( N \sim D^{1/3} \) at fixed coverage, where \( D = \exp[-E_d/(k_B T)] \) is the surface diffusion coefficient, large differences, \( \Delta E_d \sim 0.2 - 0.6 \text{ eV} \), in \( E_d \) were deduced between thicknesses \( n \) and \( n+1 \) for \( n = 1-3 \). However, this result is not consistent with the values (\( \sim 0.005 - 0.025 \text{ eV} \)) of diffusion barriers of Au on G1, G2, and G3 from DFT calculations [30]. This result suggests that it may be incorrect to apply nucleation theory to this experimental situation, especially given that the Au islands are not observed immediately after preparation, but rather after extreme thermal treatment which would normally result in extensive equilibration. However, further experimental studies of the deposition of Au films onto \( n \)-layer graphene without thermal annealing are also described in [22], also showing a clear \( n \)-dependence of film morphologies.

The difference between as-deposited and annealed morphologies of Au NCs and films on FLG/SiO\(_2\)/Si has also been examined in other studies. SEM images of Au deposition on \( n \)-layer graphene at \( \sim 300 - 400 \text{ K} \) show different NC structures, which tend to be polygonal for lower coverage, but dendritic clusters, or dense films for higher coverage [27]—see Fig.15. Annealing at \( \sim 975 \text{ K} \) for 2 h leads to a predominance of 6-sided polygonal Au NCs, while annealing at \( \sim 1075 \text{ K} \) for 2 h produces the coexistence of 6-sided and triangular Au NCs [26] See Fig.16. This behavior is similar to the observed epitaxial growth of micrometer-sized Au particles on graphite [32] where the interface is a \{111\} Au facet supported on the \{0001\} face of graphite.

The \( n \)-dependent morphologies, sizes, and densities of Au NCs on FLG/SiO\(_2\)/Si were also observed by Luo et al. [16]. They deposited Au at \( \sim 300 \text{ K} \), and then annealed at \( \sim 675 \text{ K} \). As observed in Ref. 17, Au NCs form on the \( n \)-layer graphene films. Lou et al. fitted the average NC diameters to a power law \( d_{\text{av}} = A n^\nu \) with exponent \( \nu \sim 0.33 \) and prefactor \( A \sim 6.46 \) (in nm), as illustrated in Fig.17. Previous experiments [33,34] suggested a picture where Au NC morphology is impacted by \( n \)-dependent charge transfer between Au NCs and graphene. This motivated a model in which \( n \)-dependent electrostatic coulomb and dipole terms [55] were introduced into the total energy for the supported NC array. The model predicted a thermal-equilibrium average diameter \( d_{\text{av}} = 5.9 n^{1/3} \) (in nm), in good agreement with the above experimental measurements. The feature of \( n \)-dependent charge transfer between metals and underlying graphene was also demonstrated in later experiments [19], where Ag deposition induced n-doping of graphene, while Au deposition induced p-doping.

From the above, it is clear that information about thermally-induced morphological evolution is important. From Fig.15, Au film morphologies are irregular or dense before annealing, and evolve by dewetting into separate Au NCs after heating. Lee et al. [29] discussed this dewetting behavior for Au on FLG/SiO\(_2\) substrates compared with SiO\(_2\) and ST-cut quartz wafers. In their experiments, 1-nm-thick Au thin films were prepared by electron beam deposition. They found that for each type of substrate, the mean sizes of the Au NCs increase and the areal densities of the Au NCs decrease during annealing at \( \sim 1175 \text{ K} \), but that the rate of change depends on substrate. They attribute this dependence to different interfacial interactions between the Au NC and the substrates.

Liu et al. compared nucleation kinetics of Au NCs on graphene for various underlying substrates, also exploring the dependence on layer number \( n \) [25]. However, e-beam evaporation was performed at higher pressure of \( 5 \times 10^{-7} \text{ Torr} \) rather than under UHV conditions. They employed mean-field nucleation theory to analyze Au NC densities on different substrates obtained from AFM images. From this analysis, the Au adatom
The diffusion constant for 1-layer graphene on SiO$_2$ is $\sim 50$ times smaller than that for h-BN-supported graphene and on the order of 800 times smaller than that for graphite, while 2-layer graphene on SiO$_2$ shows a Au adatom diffusion constant similar to 1-layer graphene on h-BN. They estimated the adatom diffusion barrier to be on the order of $100$ meV. They propose two factors contributing to the observed lower diffusion constants on 1-layer graphene: local surface roughness, and homogeneous loss of dispersion/van der Waals electronic stability in multilayers. However, there are numerous assumptions in this analysis. NC density scaling relations for fixed areal coverage are used rather than for fixed total coverage. The effect of impurities on nucleation is ignored. It is noted that Au NCs themselves can have significant mobility producing ramified aggregates via NC-NC aggregation, and this feature is not included in the theory. One should also account for post-deposition evolution of the NC array. Finally, Raman spectroscopy in this study indicates little charge transfer between Au nanoparticles and graphene, in contrast to the previous experiments [33,34] and the model analysis [16] where a strong $n$-dependent charge transfer between metals and underlying graphene was assumed.

Line defects, e.g., grain boundaries (GBs), wrinkles, etc., are unavoidable in graphene, but identifying their structural details is difficult. Yu et al. [28] effectively visualized such defects by depositing Au on graphene supported SiO$_2$/Si. Their SEM images show single lines and double lines of Au NCs formed along GBs and wrinkles, respectively. Their theoretical calculations show that the distinct characteristic morphology of gold NCs arrays is due to distinct Au binding energies at different line defects, which are correlated to disrupting diffusion of NCs. This approach could be expected to further exploit the defect structures of other two-dimensional materials.

### 3.2 Ag on FLG/SiO$_2$

Similar to Au NCs forming on a FLG/SiO$_2$ substrate as described above, the morphologies, sizes, and densities of Ag NCs formed by depositing Ag on FLG/SiO$_2$ substrate are also $n$-dependent. In Zhou et al.’s deposition experiments, the dependence of Ag morphologies on $n=1$ or 2 was studied at 300, 330, and 370K [20]. Again, they attributed the $n$-dependence and temperature variation to the changes in surface properties and/or Ag [17] surface diffusion coefficient. Huang et al. also performed Ag deposition experiments, exploring dependence on $n=1-2$ by first depositing Ag at 300 K and maintaining a temperature of 370K in a vacuum for 1 hour [24]. They proposed that only variations in the interactions between Ag NCs and graphene films are responsible for the $n$-dependence. They also further found that the size and density of Ag NCs on suspended graphene is similar to those on graphene supported by FLG/SiO$_2$.

### 3.3 Other metals on FLG/SiO$_2$

Somers et al. [18] thermally evaporated thin layers of Yb ($\sim 0.22$ nm and $\sim 0.5$ nm) and Au ($\sim 0.3$ nm) onto the FLG/SiO$_2$/Si surfaces. Then, they annealed the Yb- and Au-deposited systems at $\sim 870$ and $\sim 670$ K, respectively, for 3 hours in a reducing atmosphere, 1:1 H$_2$ and Ar. From the SEM images after annealing, the morphologies of Au are consistent with those in their previous experiments [16], i.e., nearly isotropic Au NCs form, and the average radius of Au NCs increases with increasing $n$. However, in the SEM images of the morphologies of Yb on FLG/SiO$_2$/Si, they found filamentary branched structures of Yb (which they described as labyrinthine), see Fig.18. They
attributed the formation of this NC Yb structure to a combination of a significantly larger work-function mismatch with the graphene and a lower intrinsic surface tension, relative to the corresponding Au system. They developed a theoretical model for the associated shape instability during NC growth in terms of the electrostatic energy of the aggregates (treated as 2D structures with fixed height) which included renormalization of the line tension aggregate by intra-aggregate repulsive electrostatic interactions. Model analysis revealed a dominant quadrupolar growth mode instability elongating a circular droplet and producing a characteristic length consistent with the observed filamentary Yb structures.

Using deposition conditions similar to those for Au [16,17], Zhou et al. deposited various coverages of Pd onto the FLG/SiO$_2$ substrate surface [23]. An $n$-dependence of the Pd morphologies was observed similar to that for Au deposition [16,22]: With increasing $n$, the Pd morphologies become much coarser, and the characteristic NC size becomes much larger. Differences in morphologies disappear when $n \geq 4$. They also noted that Pd atoms more easily nucleate and grow along the graphene edges. Using Raman spectroscopy, they reported $n$-dependent charge transfer between Pd and the graphene layers. For additional discussion about charge transfer for Au/FLG/SiO$_2$, also see [16,18,25,33,34].

In similar experiments to those for Au [16,20], Zhou et al. [21] thermally evaporated various metals (Fe, Co, Ni, Mn, Al, Pd, Au, and Ag) onto $n$-layer graphene on a SiO$_2$/Si substrate and on graphite. They assessed differences in aggregation behavior between ferromagnetic metals (Fe, Co, and Ni), paramagnetic metals (Mn, Al, and Pd), and diamagnetic metals (Au and Ag) without and with an external magnetic field during the evaporation of metals. For ferromagnetic and paramagnetic metals, a metal nanowire formed along the edge of the graphene sheet regardless of whether the edge had a zigzag or armchair structure. An adjacent nanogap separated this nanowire from the continuous metal film on the interior of the graphene sheet. Such nanowires were not found for diamagnetic metals. With an external magnetic field applied during evaporation, the above features for ferromagnetic and paramagnetic metals disappear, and the morphologies of diamagnetic metals do not change.

4. Metal nanostructures on metal-supported monolayer graphene: Overview

Deposition of metals on well-defined substrates (e.g., low-index surfaces of crystalline metals, semiconductors, oxides, graphite, etc.) offers a route for self-assembly of metal NCs mediated by surface diffusion [76,122]. For homogeneous nucleation on unstructured substrates, this approach leads to a monomodal NC size distribution with large standard deviation proportional to the average NC size. Distinct size distributions arise for heterogeneous nucleation which is controlled in part by the defect distributions. A lack of precise control of the size distributions is related to a lack of control of the spatial location of the NCs, as is evident from examples shown in this article for deposition on SiC-supported and SiO$_2$-supported graphene discussed in Sections 2 and 3. Directed assembly (DA) on periodically templated substrates provides one strategy to achieve better control of both spatial and size distributions. Here, nucleation is favored at specific locations in the unit cell of the template (for reasons discussed below), leading to roughly periodic arrays of NCs for which all NCs have a common local environment. Potentially, this can lead to much narrower size distributions, especially for large mean island sizes.
This level of control of size and local environment also facilitates analysis of the properties of functional metal NCs, e.g., for catalysis or plasmonics applications.

An observation of central importance here is that a single (mono-) layer of graphene (G1) supported on transition metal substrates generally displays a periodically modulated moiré structure due to lattice mismatch with the substrate [35,123]. Such substrates of most interest in this report are Ir(111) [35] and Ru(0001) [35], but other possibilities include Rh(111) [35,124], Pt(111) [35,125], Pd(111) [35,126], Re(0001) [35,127], and Cu(111) [35]. In contrast, there is no significant moiré structure for G1 on Ni(111) [35] or Co(0001) [35,128] due to a good lattice match. Modulation of supported G1 (see Fig. 19) offers the possibility for the type of DA of metal NCs described above. Demonstration of the DA strategy for metal NCs on metal-supported G1 was first provided for the deposition of Ir on G1/Ir(111) [49], and subsequently for other metals on G1/Ir(111) [106]. DA has also been achieved for deposition of Pt [129-132], Ru [133-135], and Rh [132] on G1/Ru(0001). In addition, DA has been observed for deposition of Ni on G1/Rh(111) [124].

In the following subsections, we first describe the structure of periodically-modulated G1 on metal supports, focusing on Ru(0001) and Ir(111). This characterization is an essential prerequisite for the detailed interpretation and modeling of the DA of metal NCs. Next, we briefly review various quantities which are assessed to provide a precise characterization of these complex systems. Then, we present experimental observations for DA of mainly single-component metal NCs in Sec.5, followed by a discussion of atomistic-level modeling of these processes in Sec.6.

4.1 Moiré structure of monolayer graphene supported on metal substrates

One of the most extensively studied systems is G1/Ru(0001) where typically a single rotational domain of G1 is observed. Structural models, which are based on input from both experiment and DFT analysis, have provided a detailed characterization of the graphene moiré structure. The experimentally determined area of the rhombic moiré cell is \( A_M \approx 7.794 \text{ nm}^2 \) [42]. A commonly employed structure model compatible with this \( A_M \)-value, and which we adopt for our atomistic simulations, corresponds to a \((12\times12)\text{C}/(11\times11)\text{Ru}\) moiré cell [42,44,131-132,136]. The area of the Ru(0001) surface unit cell is given by \( A_{\text{Ru}}=0.0634 \text{ nm}^2 \) (\( a_{\text{Ru}}=0.2706, b_{\text{Ru}}=0.428 \text{ nm} \)). Thus, the area of the moiré cell in units of \( A_{\text{Ru}} \) or of Ru surface atoms satisfies \( A^*_{M}=A_M/A_{\text{Ru}}=122.9 \) which is in reasonable agreement with the value for the above structure model of \( A^*_{M}=121 \). The moiré cell for G1/Ru(0001) is a rhombus composed of an adjacent pair of equal-sized upright and inverted equilateral triangles with a side length of \( L_M \approx 2.98 \text{ nm} \) [42,44,131-132,136]. Three distinct regions in this rhombic moiré cell are characterized as follows: atop regions (the vertices of triangles) where C-atom rings surround Ru surface atoms; and ‘hcp’ and ‘fcc’ regions (the centers of inverted and upright triangles, respectively) where C-atom rings surround the hcp and fcc hollow sites on Ru(0001). See Fig. 19. The atop locations are higher than the hcp and fcc regions by \( \approx 0.15 \text{ nm} \) [49]. Note that there are also other reasonable choices for a G1/Ru(0001) structure model including \((11\times11)\text{C}/(10\times10)\text{Ru}\) and \((23\times23)\text{C}/(25\times25)\text{Ru}\) [43,46,48,136].

Next, we briefly discuss the behavior of G1/Ir(111) [49,106]. Again, there is a well-characterized graphene moiré structure with a moiré cell area corresponding to \( A^*_{M}=87\pm3 \text{ Ir atoms} \). A commonly employed structure model reasonably compatible with this \( A_M \)-value corresponds to a \((10\times10)\text{C}/(9\times9)\) Ir(111) moiré cell. (Note that the Ir surface
lattice constant is \( a_t = 0.272 \text{ nm} \) and the carbon repeat distance is \( 0.245 \text{ nm} \). The observed periodicity actually corresponds to \((9.32 \times 9.32)\ \text{Ir(111)}\). Again the rhombic moiré cell for G1/Ir(111) is composed of an adjacent pair of equal-sized upright and inverted equilateral triangles, now with a side length of \( L_M \approx 2.52 \text{ nm} \); there are three distinct regions which can be described as for G1/Ru(0001), and which differ strongly in their ability to bind metal adatoms. Finally, we mention that \((12 \times 12)C/(11 \times 11)\text{Rh}(111)\) and \((10 \times 10)C/(9 \times 9)\text{Re(0001)}\) structure models have also been proposed, and that in contrast to G1 on Ru(0001), multiple rotational domains are observed for G1 on Ir(111), Pt(111), Pd(111), and Cu(111) [137].

### 4.2 Characterization of metal nanocluster distributions for directed assembly on metal-supported graphene

We will use the notation of our previous studies [134,135]. We specify the coverage \( \theta \) of the evaporated metal in monolayers (ML) with respect to the supporting metal surface. Then, one has that \( \theta = F t \), where \( F \) is the deposition flux and \( t \) the deposition time. NCs are defined as metal clusters with 2 or more adatoms. We note that under experimental conditions for the systems of interest here, at most one NC occupies each graphene moiré cell. Thus, it is convenient to describe the NC density in terms of the fraction of occupied moiré cells, a so-called filling factor (FF) [35,48,50,134]. Sometimes \( \text{FF} = \text{FF}(\theta) \) is quoted as a percentage of occupied cells (rather than as a fraction). Also of interest is the mean NC size, \( \langle s \rangle = \langle s \rangle(\theta) \), measured in atoms, a quantity which is not independent of the NC density. Rather, one has that \( \langle s \rangle = A_{*M}(\theta - \theta_1)/\text{FF}(\theta) \), where FF is measured as a fraction, \( \theta \) is the total coverage, and \( \theta_1 \) is the coverage of isolated diffusing metal adatoms which are not yet incorporated into NCs (both coverages being measured in ML, as described above). Since typically \( \theta_1 < \theta \) for high adatom diffusivity (except for very low \( \theta \)), one obtains the simple relation \( \langle s \rangle = A_{*M} \theta / \text{FF}(\theta) \).

**Nanocluster size and height distributions.** It is also instructive to consider the normalized probability distribution, \( P_s \), for finding \( s \) atoms in a moiré cell, where \( s = 0 \) corresponds to empty cells. Multiple atoms in a single cell are generally aggregated into a NC, so \( P_{s \geq 2} \) corresponds to the NC size distribution. Then, it follows that \( \sum_{s \geq 0} P_s = 1 \), \( \sum_{s \geq 2} P_s = \text{FF} \). Also if \( \langle s \rangle = (\sum_{s \geq 0} s P_s)/\sum_{s \geq 0} P_s \), then it follows that \( \langle s \rangle = A_{*M} \theta \) gives the mean NC size also counting isolated adatoms and \( \langle s \rangle = \langle s \rangle_{\geq 2} \) corresponds to the above standard definition of mean size for NCs with \( s \geq 2 \). Typically for NC formation, one looks for scaling of the NC size distribution of the form \( P_s \propto f(s/\langle s \rangle) \) [78]. However, a key benchmark case without this scaling corresponds to the situation where there is no transport between cells. Then, \( P_s \) is given by a Poisson distribution,

\[
P_{\text{pois}}(s) = \frac{(s!)^{-1} \langle s \rangle^s \exp(-\langle s \rangle)}{\langle s \rangle_{\geq 0} [1-\exp(-\langle s \rangle_{\geq 0})][1-(1+\langle s \rangle_{\geq 0})\exp(-\langle s \rangle_{\geq 0})]^{-1}}.
\]

With regard to the NC structure, a rough assessment of the propensity for 2D versus 3D growth can be made by comparing isolated metal adatom-G1 binding with metal-metal binding [138] as will be described in Sec.7.1. In any case, 3D NCs are most often observed, and their height distributions are often measured experimentally. One convenient characterization of height distributions in the case where one can resolve a discrete number
of atomic layers, h = 1, 2, 3, … is to consider height-resolved filling factors, FF(h). Here, FF(h) denotes the fraction of moiré cells populated by NCs of height h. Thus, one has \( \sum_{h \geq 1} FF(h) = FF \).

**Spatial correlations in nanocluster arrays.** For systems where DA leads to a strongly spatial localization at a specific region within the moiré cells, one expects a complete roughly periodic array of NCs at sufficiently high coverage. However, for lower coverages with partially complete arrays of NCs with FF<1, the NC spatial arrangement is random only if there is surface mass transport between surface moiré cells. In general, significant transport of adatoms between moiré cells leads to spatial correlations in the populated cells, e.g. inhibition of nearby NC pairs or anti-clustering might be expected based on traditional nucleation theories [91]. Interestingly, the approaches for assessment of these correlations are equivalent to those used for classic periodic lattice-gas models. Two types of quantities can be assessed to characterize these spatial correlations [134]. First, the populations of nearest-neighbor NC pairs (i.e., NC dimers), as well as linear, bent, and triangular NC trimers can be considered. These suitably defined populations are higher (lower) than values for a random distribution of \((FF)^2\) for dimers, and \((FF)^3\) for trimers, for clustering (anti-clustering) of NCs. One can also consider standard short-range order parameters for various separations which are positive (negative) for clustering (anti-clustering) [134].

5. Directed assembly of metal nanoclusters on metal-supported graphene: Experiment

5.1 Metals on graphene on Ir(111)

*Ir nanocluster arrays on single-layer graphene/Ir(111).* Pioneering studies for the DA of Ir NC on G1/Ir(111) involved Ir deposition at 350 K [49]. NCs form exclusively in the hcp regions at 350K. See Fig. 20(a). The following distinct regimes of NC formation were observed:

(i) NC nucleation up to \(~0.05\) ML, at which point FF reaches \(~100\%\). See Fig. 21(a).

It was proposed that there is negligible inter-cell transport during deposition. Then, the lack of monomers and dimers observed in STM images taken \(~15\) minutes after deposition must reflect significant inter-cell mobility of these adspecies during this post-deposition period. Consequently, it follows that the post-deposition FF satisfies

\[
\text{FF}=1-P_{\text{pois}}(0)-P_{\text{pois}}(1)-P_{\text{pois}}(2)
\]

\[
=1-[1+<s>_0+\frac{1}{2}(<s>_0)^2] \exp(-<s>_0) \text{ with } <s>_0 = 87 \theta, \quad (3)
\]

yielding a coverage dependence for the NC density distinct from conventional nucleation theory [78]. For \(\theta=0.03\) ML, this yields FF=0.48, contrasting the experimental FF=0.65. However, there is some uncertainty in \(\theta\). An alternative analysis uses the experimental \(<s>=4.0\) for \(\theta=0.03\) ML to determine \(<s>_0=3.6\) yielding FF=0.70 which is just above the experimental value. (The latter overestimate could reflect the presence of some post-deposition inter-cell trimer mobility.) We also note that the experimental \(<s>\) actually decreases slightly as \(\theta\) increases from 0.01 to 0.03 ML due to a strong increase in FF with \(\theta\).
(ii) NC growth for fixed FF = 1 and perfect hexagonal arrays of NCs yields a linear increase in \( \langle s \rangle \propto \theta \). See Fig. 21(a). The NC size distribution quickly approaches the Poisson form, \( P_{\text{pois}}(s) \), already by \( \langle s \rangle \approx 9 \). This behavior is consistent with the picture of no intercell transport during deposition. Note that \( P_{\text{pois}}(s) \) is narrow in the sense that its width scales like square root of \( \langle s \rangle \) (not like \( s \) itself), so the width of the scaled size distribution, \( f \), decreases like \( \langle s \rangle^{-1/2} \). We also mention that growth of NCs was assumed to be irreversible, i.e., no adatom detachment.

(iii) NC coalescence above \( \sim 1.5 \) ML producing NC extending over several cells, and where height-reduction is observed in concert with coalescence.

The above picture of no inter-cell transport during deposition implies a random final post-deposition NC distribution (where final NC locations match those of NCs with size 3 or more at the end of deposition). However, STM images for 0.03 ML suggest weak spatial anti-clustering: The probability \( 0.37 \pm 0.025 \) of nearest neighbor NC dimer pairs at FF=0.66 is slightly below the value of \( (\text{FF})^2 = 0.44 \) for a random distribution. (The quoted \( \pm 2\sigma \) uncertainty comes from analysis of a finite sample of 230 NCs assuming a binomial distribution for the number of dimers.) This suggests some limitations of the above Poisson-derived model.

Finally, we briefly describe other observations for this system: (a) NCs are only 1 layer high up to \( \langle s \rangle = 6 \), and 1 and 2 layers high with roughly equal populations at \( \langle s \rangle = 25 \). The average height increases to 3.1 layers at \( \langle s \rangle = 70 \) reflecting a thermodynamic preference for 3D growth. (b) Significant population of fcc (as well as hcp) regions of the moiré cell is found at and below 160 K.

Other metal nanocluster arrays and islands on single-layer graphene/Ir(111) [106].

Fig.22 provides a comparison of the experimentally observed morphologies for various metals (Ir, Pt, W, Re, Fe, and Au) deposited on G1/Ir(111). Pt and W NC arrays are almost as well ordered as those of Ir. See Fig.22(a)-(c). By an average height analysis, it is found that Pt clusters tend to grow flatter than Ir clusters. Also, W NC’s adopt a crystal structure different from those of Pt. Re NC arrays and are significantly less ordered. See Fig.22(d). However, in all cases, the hcp region of the moiré cell is preferred. In contrast, for deposition of Fe (Fig.22(e)) Ni, or Au (Fig.22(f)) on G1/Ir(111), no NC superlattice is formed, but rather large unstructured clusters. This behavior is somewhat similar to that on SiC-supported graphene (see Sec.2.2). The variation in binding of these metals to graphene across the moiré cell is apparently too weak to trap adatoms in the moiré cells.

In Sec.2.2, we discussed in some detail the formation of 3D Co NCs on SiC-supported graphene. Large Co clusters with size as large as 2700 atoms have also been observed for Co on graphene supported by an Ir(111) substrate. Co growth on graphene supported by an Ir(111) substrate also yields nearly perfectly layer-by-layer growth by using of pulsed laser deposition techniques [8]. Experiment has shown that ordered Co cluster arrays can be developed by Pt or Ir seeding [79].

5.2 Metals on graphene on Ru(0001)

Ru nanocluster arrays on single-layer graphene/Ru(0001). For the DA of Ru NCs during Ru deposition at 305K on G1/Ru(0001) [134-135], NCs form in the fcc region of the moiré cell in contrast to Ir on G1/Ir(111). See Fig. 20(b). Also, FF increases much more slowly only reaching FF=0.48 by \( \theta = 0.15 \) ML. See Fig. 21(b). Consequently, it is clear that in this regime, Ru adatoms are not simply trapped within the moiré cell where
they were deposited. Rather, there exists significant transport between moiré cells which is a key factor in determining the number, size, and spatial arrangement of NCs. For this system, there is a detailed analysis of not just the increase of FF and $<s>$ with $\theta$, but also of correlations in the spatial arrangement of NCs. For the latter, there is clear evidence of anti-clustering from an analysis of the NC dimer and trimer populations as well the short-range order parameter [134]. For example, the population of nearest-neighbor NC dimer pairs at FF=0.48 is slightly below that for a random distribution (0.20 versus 0.23). Such behavior is expected for homogeneous nucleation and growth of NCs on unstructured substrates [78], but also applies here for DA. Evolution of the NC height distribution with $\theta$ has also been characterized and reflects a thermodynamic preference for 3D growth [134-135].

Finally, we mention a separate study of DA of Ru NCs involving deposition at 200 K on G1/Ru(0001) [133]. Again a strong preference is found for the fcc region. This study suggested aggregation of NCs into denser groups at small scales, as well as alignment with the crystallographic directions of the substrate. However, no statistics for aggregation were presented. STM images suggest an increase in FF=0.05±0.02 at 0.02 ML to FF=0.25 at 0.3 ML, with modest increases in the mean of both diameter and height distributions. It is not clear why this FF value is lower than that in the above study for deposition at higher T=309 K.

Pt nanocluster arrays on single-layer graphene/Ru(0001). There are several studies of the DA of Pt NC which all reveal NC formation in the fcc region on the moiré cell [129-131,139-140]. One detailed study involving deposition at low temperatures around 140-180 K [130] reveals three different regimes as for Ir/G1/Ir(111): (i) NC nucleation below ~0.15 ML where FF=0.53, 0.73, 0.97, and 1 (and $<s>$=14, 20, 23, and 30) for $\theta$=0.06, 0.12, 0.18, 0.24 ML, respectively. (ii) NC growth for 0.15 ML<$\theta$<0.5 ML where almost all cells are occupied with NCs at near identical locations within the cell. The fraction of NCs with height above 1 layer increases steadily with $\theta$.

(iii) NC coalescence regime for $\theta$>0.5 ML where clusters extend over multiple cells. Other studies explored the DA of Pt NCs by deposition at a higher temperature, 309 K, for which typical NC arrays are shown in Fig. 20. This results in a much slower increase of FF with $\theta$ compared to lower-T deposition, noting that FF only reaches 0.26 by 0.15 ML [139-140]. See Fig. 21(c).

Rh nanocluster arrays on single-layer/Ru(0001). One study explored the DA of Rh NCs during Rh deposition at 295 K on G1/Ru(0001) [132]. See Fig. 20(d). NCs again form in the fcc region of the moiré cell. Also, FF increases much more slowly only reaching FF=0.24 by $\theta$=0.80 ML. See Fig. 21(d). This study also characterized the monomodal NC diameter distribution as a function of $\theta$, as well as the average cluster diameter and height versus $\theta$.

Other metal nanocluster arrays and islands on single-layer/Ru(0001). Deposition of Pd [132] and Co [132,141-142] on G1/Ru(0001) at 295 K results in NC formation. Pd NCs nucleate in fcc regions, but Co NCs form at both fcc and hcp regions. In both cases, the density of NCs is much lower than for Ru, Pt, or Rh, and the size of the NCs is correspondingly larger with their bases covering several moiré cells. This behavior is tied to the weaker bonding of Pd and Co to G1/Ru(0001), than for the other metals [138]. Deposition of Au on G1/Ru(0001) results in a single-layer 2D Au film rather than in 3D NCs [78,132]. Given the weak binding of Au to G1/Ru(0001), the formation and stability
up to room temperature of this 2D Au film (versus 3D islands) was unexpected (but see Ref. 143). A better understanding of the physical reasons can lead to layer-by-layer metal growth in other cases.

6. Directed assembly of metal nanoclusters on metal-supported graphene: Theory and modeling

6.1 Atomistic modeling and KMC simulation of directed-assembly

Here, we describe recent atomistic-level modeling and simulation of the DA of metal NCs on metal-supported graphene [134, 135, 140]. First, we present a generic description of the energetics in these systems which provide input to the stochastic atomistic lattice-gas models. Specific DFT results for these systems will be described later, in Sec. 6.3. We then describe the different possible origins of directed assembly.

**System energetics.** Atomistic modeling requires specification of the potential energy surface (PES) describing the lateral variation of the binding energy of a metal adatom to the graphene sheet, $E_b(x)$, as a function of continuous lateral position, $x$, for an isolated adatom. See Fig. 23. There are well-defined local adsorption sites in each carbon ring with separation $a=0.25$ nm, so the PES includes a short-range highly oscillatory variation on a length scale $\sim a$ (solid curve in Fig. 23). There is also a coarse-scale modulation of the PES on the length scale of the moiré cell $L_M$ which guides DA. We let $E_{\text{ads}}(x)$ denote the smoothly, slowly varying function matching $E_b(x)$ at the adsorption sites which we label by $i$. Thus, one has $E_b(i)=E_{\text{ads}}(i)$ (dashed green curve). Let $E_{\text{TS}}(x)$ denote a smoothly varying function matching $E_b(x)$ at the transition states for hopping between adjacent sites (dashed red curve). Thus, for the transition state for hopping between an initial state, $i$, and a final state, $f$, we adopt the reasonable linear interpolation formula, 

$$E_{\text{TS}}(i \rightarrow f) = \frac{E_{\text{TS}}(x=i) + E_{\text{TS}}(x=f)}{2}. $$

The key input to our modeling is the collection of activation barriers for diffusive hopping $i \rightarrow f$ which then satisfy

$$E_{\text{act}}(i \rightarrow f) = E_{\text{TS}}(i \rightarrow f) - E_{\text{ads}}(i) = \frac{[E_{\text{TS}}(i) + E_{\text{TS}}(f)]}{2} - E_{\text{ads}}(i) \quad (4)$$

Below, we discuss different possible forms for $E_{\text{ads}}(x)$ and $E_{\text{TS}}(x)$ which induce DA.

**Stochastic atomistic lattice-gas modeling.** This modeling includes: (i) random deposition at adsorption sites on the substrate; (ii) biased hopping between adjacent adsorption sites with activation barriers, $E_{\text{act}}(i \rightarrow f)$, and Arrhenius hop rates, $h(i \rightarrow f)=\nu \exp[-E_{\text{act}}(i \rightarrow f)/(k_B T)]$ for temperature $T$ and Boltzmann constant $k_B$, and with a common prefactor $\nu=10^{13}$/s. This form is consistent with detailed-balance and is controlled by the modulated PES as specified above; and (iii) irreversible nucleation and growth of NC. The model is readily adapted to treat deposition of a single type of atom or sequential (or simultaneous) deposition of two or more types. In addition, a “point island” model [78, 143] is utilized which tracks only NC size and composition, but not structure. Specifically, in this model, each NC occupies a single adsorption site, but carries a size label to indicate the number of atoms of various types within the NC. These point island models have proved particularly efficient and effective in elucidating the behavior of NC densities (corresponding here to the filling fraction, FF), and NC size distributions. Here, we utilize kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation to assess model predictions.
**Thermodynamically (versus kinetically) directed assembly.** The standard picture is that DA is driven by stronger binding of the adsorbate to the surface in the region of NC nucleation [134,137,144]. For irreversible NC formation, the nucleation rate scales like $h^2$ where $h$ is the local diffusive hop rate, and $n \sim \exp[-E_{ads}/(k_B T)]$ is the local adatom density which is enhanced by lower $E_{ads}$ (i.e. stronger binding). We set $E_{ads}(x)=E_p(x)$, a periodically varying function with a minimum in the region of strongest binding which is expected to be: (i) fcc for G1/Ru(0001) or (ii) hcp for G1/Ir(111). $E_{ads}$ is higher (i.e., weaker binding) by $\Delta$ in the (i) hcp for case (i), or the fcc region for case (ii), by $\delta$ at the fcc-hcp boundary, and by $\delta+\delta^*$ at the atop regions. See Fig. 23 corresponding to case (i).

Two simple scenarios for thermodynamically-directed assembly are: (a) $E_{ads}=E_p(x)$ and $E_{TS}=E_d+E_p(x)$ with constant, $E_d$ [134,139]. This choice with $E_{act}(i\rightarrow f)=E_d + [E_p(f) - E_p(i)]/2$ produces strong DA since binding is much stronger in specific regions (enhancing $n$) and the hop rate $h$ is roughly constant. (b) $E_{ads}=E_p(x)$ and $E_{TS}=c$ so $E_{act}(i\rightarrow f)=c-E_p(i)$ produces weaker DA compared to (a). This follows as $E_{act}$ is significantly higher and hop rates, $h$, are lower in regions of strongest binding, and this somewhat inhibits nucleation noting that the nucleation rate is proportional to the hop rate.

It is appropriate to also mention that DA can instead be kinetically-directed [134-135]. One scenario is: (c) constant $E_{ads}$ and $E_{TS}=E_d+E_p'(x)$ with constant $E_d$, so $E_{act}(i\rightarrow f)=E_d+[E_p'(f)+E_p'(i)]/2$, where $E_{p}'$ has the same form as $E_p$ but with distinct parameters $\Delta'$, etc..

We expect that experimental observations for FF can be described by any of the choices (a-c), or other choices, with reasonable energetic parameters (cf. Ref. 135). However, limited DFT analysis [133,142] is more consistent with thermodynamically-directed DA. Thus, here we make the choice (a) specifically with $\Delta=\delta$ and $\delta^*=0$ (cf. 133) adjusting $E_d$ and $\Delta$ to match the experimental behavior of FF versus $\theta$. In this case, it is reasonable to identify an effective total barrier for surface mass transport of $E_{act}=E_d+\Delta$ (cf. Fig. 23). Below, we apply this model to elucidate the behavior for three specific metal on G1/Ru(0001) systems. Model predictions for these systems for FF and $<s>$ versus $\theta$ are compared with experiment in Fig. 21 (b,c,d).

### 6.2. Application of modeling to specific systems

In the modeling described below, values of key energies are primarily regarded as free parameters, and determined by fitting experimental observations. This approach has been particularly effective for simpler homoepitaxial growth systems, sometimes giving more reliable assessment of key energies than obtained from semi-empirical or DFT analysis [78]. Also for the systems of interest here, DFT analysis of energetics is limited but has recently become more prevalent (see Sec.6.3), and should in the future be more frequently utilized as input to modeling of directed assembly.

**Ru/G1/Ru(0001).** The adsorption energy for Ru on G1/Ru(0001) of -2.6 eV [138] is similar to that on free-standing G1 of -2.0 eV [134]. Thus, one might expect that $E_d$ on G1/Ru(0001) is similar to the value of 0.62 eV on free-standing G1[133-134]. Indeed, we find that behavior for Ru on G1/Ru(0001) is described by choosing $(E_d, \Delta)=(0.55, 0.47)$ or $(0.58, 0.39)$ or $(0.61, 0.32)$, etc. with energies in eV [134-135]. If one further utilizes...
the DFT analysis in Ref. 133 indicating that $\Delta \approx 0.40$ eV, this suggests that $E_d$ is just below 0.58 eV.

$Pt/G1/Ru(0001)$. The adsorption energy for Pt on G1/Ru(0001) of -2.8 eV [138] is much stronger than that on free-standing G1 of -1.6 eV [139]. Thus, one expects that $E_d$ for Pt on G1/Ru(0001) is much stronger than the value of 0.15 eV [139] for free-standing G1. Indeed, the behavior for Pt on G1/Ru(0001) is only described by much higher $E_d$ choosing $(E_d, \Delta)=(0.55, 0.42)$ or $(0.58, 0.35)$ or $(0.61, 0.28)$, etc. with energies in eV [139]. These results imply a higher effective mobility for Pt than for Ru (due to the lower $\Delta$-values), consistent with a lower FF.

$Rh/G1/Ru(0001)$. The adsorption energy of Rh on G1/Ru(0001) is similar to that for Ru [138]. However, the experimental behavior is described by choosing $(E_d, \Delta)=(0.55, 0.36)$ or $(0.58, 0.29)$ or $(0.61, 0.22)$, etc. with energies in eV, so $\Delta$ is lower than for Ru. This implies a higher effective mobility for Rh than for Ru and Pt (consistent with the lower FF values for Rh).

KMC simulation of our model has provided insight into other aspects of behavior for Ru and Pt on G1/Ru(0001) at ~300 K where there is significant inter-cell transport [135-136]: (a) We find that $FF \sim \theta^{1/3}$ consistent with irreversible NC formation. (b) NC size distributions have the form $P_s \propto f(s/<s>)$ with “broad” width scaling like $<s>$. (c) Height distributions are obtained from our point-island models by assigning size thresholds, $s_{h\rightarrow h+1}$, for transitions from height $h$ to $h+1$ layer NC. To fit experiment at ~300 K, we can choose $s_{h\rightarrow h+1}=7, 25, 60, \ldots$ (9, 38, 70, \ldots) for Ru (Pt) on G1/Ru(0001). (d) Finally, the observed anti-clustering of NC distributions, which is most prominent for $FF=0.25-0.50$, is recovered quantitatively by our modeling.

$(Ru+Pt)/G1/Ru(0001)$. Engstfeld et al. [139-140] sequentially deposited on G1/Ru(0001) first less mobile Ru and then more mobile Pt (Pt@Ru) producing primarily 3D Ru core–Pt shell NCs. First depositing more mobile Pt then less mobile Ru produces many pure Ru NCs in addition to 3D Pt core–Ru shell NCs. Atomistic modeling with the parameters described above is able to recover FF both after the first and second stages of deposition. This modeling elucidates the experimentally-observed NC height distributions as shown in Fig. 24 for Ru@Pt, and produces the size distributions shown in Fig. 25 [140]. Experimentally observed and simulated NC distributions for the second case are shown in Fig. 26 [139].

6.3 DFT analysis of energetics for metals on metal-supported graphene

DFT analysis of the energetics for metals on metal-supported graphene would provide key input for atomistic-level modeling of the type described above. However, the large moiré cell makes any such calculation computationally demanding, and the complex potential energy landscape for an adsorbed metal atom would require extensive analysis for comprehensive characterization. However, a more targeted or simplified analysis is useful to extract at least the key features of the energetics, and is being performed with increasing frequency.

The first DFT analysis aimed to explain the binding of Ir to G1/Ir(111), in particular to elucidate the stronger binding in hcp-type and fcc-type regions of this substrate relative to on-top regions [49]. The argument was that in these regions 3 out of 6 C atoms in a carbon ring sit on top of substrate Ir atoms, forming covalent bonds to the substrate through
hybridization of C $2p_z$ orbitals and Ir $d$ orbitals. This disturbed the graphene $\pi$-bonds, thus activating the remaining C-atoms for bonding to Ir adatom clusters.

In another early study of relevance for the above analysis of Ru on G1/Ru(0001), Sutter et al. [133] explored the binding of Ru atoms and clusters (trimers) in different regions of the moiré cell. The fcc region was shown to be the preferred binding location for Ru; the adsorption here being more stable by $\Delta=0.4$ eV than in the hcp region. This result is consistent with experimental observations for nucleation of Ru NCs. They also showed that the Ru atom occupies a position in the center of the C ring. Ru trimers were shown to bind flat on the graphene sheet above C atoms, their strong interaction lifting the sheet.

Additional DFT analysis has also been performed for adsorption energies and potential energy surfaces (PES) of Rh and Au adatoms on G1/Ru(0001). Results using the full $(12\times12)G/(11\times11)$Ru moiré cell were used to determine the global diffusion barrier across the surface (0.25 eV for Rh and 0.81 eV for Au). These values account for the local barrier and long range modulation of the PES as described in Sec.6.1. These long range diffusion barriers were then “reconstructed” using energetics obtained from “small surface models” representing different local regions of the moiré superstructure, a process which somewhat consistently predicted 0.53 eV for Rh and 0.71 eV for Au [145]. With this proof-of-principle, more extensive analogous analysis was performed for eighteen 4d (Y-Ag) and 5d (La-Au) transition metal adatoms on G1/Ru(0001) [146]. Correlation between global diffusion barriers and adsorption energies were also explored with an aim of elucidating nucleation and growth of NCs on these surfaces. We would note however that analysis of nucleation processes is subtle for these directed assembly processes as indicated by our modeling in Sec.6.1 and 6.2. Thus, simple correlation with, e.g., a global diffusion barrier, might not apply.

Finally, with regard to other more comprehensive studies, Wang and Bocquet [138] compared adsorption energies form various TM metals (Ru, Rh, Pt, Pd, Au, Ni, Co, Fe, Cu, Ag) on G1/Ru(0001) with the TM-TM interaction in small TM clusters (dimers and trimers). The relative magnitude of these energies was used to assess the likely growth mode (cf. Sec.7.1). We also mention another recent and extensive DFT analysis of adsorption energies of Pt, Ru, Ir, Ti, Pd, Au, Ag, and Cu adatoms on G1/Ru(0001), compared with DFT results on freestanding G1 [147]. We remark that there are some inconsistencies with previously published results as well as with our own analysis [148].

7. General trends in growth morphology and stability

7.1 Growth morphology

From the examples discussed above, we can see that different metals on graphene exhibit distinct growth morphologies. The nanocluster (NC) growth morphology is also dependent on the substrate supporting the graphene. The different growth morphologies (i.e., 2D vs 3D) can be attributed to the different interactions between the metals and graphene. A rigorous analysis of this dependence has been formulated in terms of relevant surface and adhesion energies [149]. However, for future experimental design of metal nanostructures on graphene, it is useful if some more simply implemented general rules or guidelines that relate the fundamental interactions to the growth morphology can be established. From the standpoint of thermodynamics, we proposed that the ratio between adsorption energy of the metal adatom on graphene and the bulk binding energy
of the metal, $E_a/E_b$, should play an important role in governing the dimensionality of growth (i.e., 2D or 3D) [57-59]. For a large $E_a/E_b$ value, metal adatoms are more stable if they can preserve contact with graphene, and growth will likely be 2D, at least at sub-monolayer coverage where the metal-graphene contact is most important. On the other hand, 3D growth will take place if the ratio $E_a/E_b$ is small since in this case it is more energetically favorable for the metal adatoms to be in contact with other metal atoms rather than the graphene substrate. Note that the above analysis implicitly assumes that nanocluster shapes are equilibrated. If not then the Ehrlich-Schwoebel step edge barrier also plays a role in assessing 2D versus 3D morphology as it impacts interlayer transport. The $E_a/E_b$ values are still not available from experiment for most metal on graphene because the adsorption energy $E_a$ is not easily measured by experiment. On the other hand, there have been many first-principles DFT calculations of $E_a$ for various metals on free-standing graphene. Therefore, the $E_a/E_b$ values for metals on free-standing graphene can be used as guidelines to access the growth morphology of metal on graphene provided the interaction between graphene and substrate is weak such as in the case of SiC- and SiO$_2$-supported graphene.

As shown in Table 1, most of the metals (except alkali metals and most of the REMs) on free-standing graphene have $E_a/E_b < 0.5$. In particular, the $E_a/E_b$ ratios for Cr, Mn, Pb, Cu, Ag, and Au on graphene are extremely small. According to the $E_a/E_b$ rule, metal on free-standing graphene (or on graphene which is weakly bonded to the supported substrate such as SiC-supported graphene) with small $E_a/E_b$ ratio should favor a 3D growth mode. This prediction agrees well with experimental results of metal on SiC (0001)-supported graphene discussed above where 3D growth mode has been observed for most of the metals studied. According to this rule, alkali metals especially K and Cs and RE metals Nd and Sm on graphene should exhibit a 2D growth. Indeed, 2D growth of K and Cs on graphene supported by SiC has been observed by experiments.

3D metal growth on graphene is a major limitation for many graphene applications (i.e., to grow reproducible metal contacts of low resistance or to fabricate spin filters) that require the metal to follow layer-by-layer growth. On the other hand, the $E_a/E_b$ rule also points to an approach to control the growth morphology from 3D to 2D by manipulating the adsorption energy of the metals by engineering the substrate that supports the graphene. In fact, such an approach has been used in several experiments but the connection to $E_a/E_b$ has not yet been established. For example, the propensity of Ir, Pt, W and Re to grow in a 2D mode on Ir(111)-supported graphene has been seen in the examples discussed in Section 5.1 (see Fig. 22). 2D growth on graphene has been demonstrated to be feasible with Co films deposited on graphene grown on Ir(111) [8] and for Au on Ru(0001) supported graphene [90]. Although the 2D growth of Co/G1/Ir(111) was attributed to an effective high flux rate, it would be interesting to investigate the adsorption energy of Co on G1/Ir(111) and Au on G1/Ru(0001).

According to the $E_a/E_b$ rule, co-deposition of metals on graphene and intercalation (which will be discussed in Sec. 10) would also provide other knobs to tune the $E_a/E_b$ values and thus the growth morphology of metal on graphene. N'Diaye et al. [106] pre-deposited a small amount of Ir on G1/Ir(111) to control and pin the location of islands of subsequently deposited Au and Fe which would otherwise not form ordered NC arrays. Another example was discussed at the end of Sec. 6.2. The growth
morplogy of Pt and Ru on G1/Ru(0001) is strongly dependent on the sequence of Pt and Ru depositions [139-140].

In addition to the 2D vs 3D growth morphology, the density and shape of islands on graphene are dependent on the surface diffusion barrier \( E_d \) and the edge diffusion barrier(s) \( E_e \) which controls intralayer diffusion. In standard nucleation theory [78,122], the NC density \( N \) increases as the diffusion coefficient decreases: low \( N \) implies fast diffusion while high \( N \) indicates slow diffusion, if flux, coverage, and critical size are the same. Therefore, the NC density observed by STM experiment can be correlated with the diffusion barriers of adatoms on graphene. We should mention that this analysis refers to “homogeneous” nucleation on perfect terraces. In practice, experimental analysis of island densities, and more generally of island size distributions, is performed by acquiring statistics from perfect regions of the graphene sheet far separated from any defects or edges. Then, the standard theory applies and produces valuable insights. The shape of the NCs is also related to the edge diffusion barrier \( E_e \) of the metal adatoms. In general, for (surface) diffusion-mediated growth of NCs, one anticipates a Mullins-Sekerka or Diffusion-Limited Aggregation (DLA) type shape instability leading to fractal or dendritic shapes. However, this shape instability is often quenched by shape relaxation due to edge diffusion. Thus, the fractal shapes are classically attributed to limited edge diffusion [78,122].

The diffusion barrier \( E_d \) of many metal adatoms on free-standing graphene has been studied by first-principles calculations as shown in Table 1. In general, correlation between experimentally observed island density and calculated adatom diffusion barrier can be observed. For example, for Cr, Mn, Cu, Pb, and Au on graphene not only their \( E_a/E_b \) ratios but also their diffusion barriers are extremely small resulting in relatively large NC size and small NC densities for these metals on graphene even below room temperature. On the other hand, a higher NC density and smaller NC size would be expected for other metals on graphene, especially for Fe, Co, Ni, Pt, and Gd because these adatoms have relatively large diffusion barrier. The predictions from the first-principles calculations agree well with experiments. However, there are still some exceptions. We note that both Dy and Eu have very similar \( E_a/E_b \) ratio and diffusion barriers \( E_d \), yet their growth morphologies are quite different. This result suggests that other factors (e.g., lattice distortion and elastic interactions) affect the growth morphology. Moreover, there are almost no detailed calculations extracting the edge diffusion barrier(s) \( E_e \) and no attempts to relate \( E_e \) to the observed growth morphology.

7.2. Thermal stability of metal NC

The thermal stability of the metal NCs grown on graphene is an important property that affects many applications. For example, due to its high surface area and low manufacturing cost, graphene has been used as substrate for surface-supported catalysis. Graphene-supported nanocatalysis with Pt [150-153], Pd [154], Au [155-157], and metal alloys [158-163] has been reported. The thermal stability of transition and noble metal nanostructures on graphene is crucial for the performance of the catalysis applications. Graphene also shows considerable promise as lithium reservoirs for potential application in electrochemical storage devices, such as rechargeable Li batteries. Experiments show that graphene nanosheets and oxidized graphene nanoribbons can adsorb higher amounts
of Li than conventional graphite [164-166]. In lithium-ion batteries, the stability of cathode or anode materials is a key factor for the charging efficiency.

The classic theory of coarsening via Ostwald Ripening (OR) identifies the effective overall barrier for OR as the sum of the diffusion barrier, the formation energy (to create a terrace adatom from the NC), and any additional attachment barrier. For systems of interest, often the diffusion barrier is small, and we do not expect an additional attachment barrier. Thus, coarsening is mainly controlled by the formation energy which corresponds to the difference between the bulk binding energy and adsorption energy of the metals on graphene. Consequently, this energy difference, $E_b - E_a$, has been proposed to be a convenient parameter to measure the thermal stability of metal nanostructures on graphene [56-59]. For a metal with small $E_b - E_a$, coarsening of the metal islands will take place easily because atoms can easily detach from small NCs and diffuse over graphene to join other bigger NCs. On the other hand, larger $E_b - E_a$ will require higher temperature for NC coarsening and the metal NCs will be more stable.

According to this criterion and the first-principles calculation results shown in Table 1, coarsening of alkali metal and some rare earth metal (Sm and Eu) NCs should take place at relatively low temperatures. On the other hand, transition metals should exhibit higher thermal stability against coarsening. The stability against coarsening for the group III and IV metal NCs and other rare earth NCs on graphene is lower than that of the transition metals but should be much higher than that of the alkali metals. The $E_b - E_a$ criterion suggests that graphene supported transition metals (including Pd and Pt) should be the most promising systems for supported catalysis because the Pd and Pt NCs on graphene should exhibit high thermal stability. For noble metals Cu, Ag, and Au on free-standing graphene, ($E_b - E_a$) values are large, but the adsorption energy is very small and diffusion barriers nearly zero. Therefore, NCs composed of these noble metals on free-standing graphene may not be very robust for catalysis applications. However, adsorption of noble metals on metal-supported graphene can change their adsorption energy and diffusion barrier (particularly noting the periodic modulation induced by rumpled graphene) and thus the thermal stability.

Using STM, the thermal stability of several metals (Fe, Gd, Dy, and Eu) on graphene has been investigated. The metals were initially deposited at room temperature on graphene prepared by thermal annealing of SiC [90]. After characterization of the growth, the metal NCs were annealed to a higher temperature. The NC morphologies before and after annealing measured by STM are compared as shown in Fig. 27. The experimental results indicate that Fe, Gd, and Dy are very stable against coarsening, while coarsening was clearly observed for Eu after annealing to 365K, consistent with the predictions from the theoretical calculations since the $E_b - E_a$ value of Eu on graphene is small (see Table 1 and Fig. 27). In another experiment, it was also shown that Pd nanoparticles on graphene are very stable against aggregation above 800°C [167] which also is consistent with results for $E_b - E_a$ from DFT calculations. Co NCs on graphene are found to be stable up to 650°C before intercalation taking place at higher temperature [72]. Recently, it has been shown that Ni and Mn nanoparticles have relatively higher thermal stability, up to 800 and 600°C respectively [69]. All these experimental studies indicate that transition metals on graphene require a higher temperature to activate aggregation or desorption, which is considered as a necessary feature of good surface catalyst and hydrogen storage materials. The prediction of thermal stability of Pt and Ir on graphene from $E_b - E_a$ is also
supported by experiment. **Fig. 28** shows the annealing sequence of Pt cluster arrays on graphene on Ir(111) up to 650K. The Pt cluster superlattice remains intact up to 400K.

8. **Electronic and Magnetic properties**

Another interesting issue for metals on graphene is how adsorption of the metal affects the electronic and magnetic properties of graphene, as well as of the metal. The electronic and magnetic properties of various metals on free-standing graphene have been well studied by first-principles calculations as shown in **Table 1**. In **Fig. 29**, we also show the electronic density-of-states (DOS) of some typical metals adsorbed on graphene. Most alkali metals on graphene donate their outer shell electron to graphene and raise the Fermi level of graphene above the Dirac point while keeping the intrinsic band structure of graphene intact. It can be seen from **Fig. 29** that the Dirac point and the DOS of graphene below the Dirac point are well preserved upon Na and K adsorption, but the Fermi level shifts up ~ 0.85 eV away from the Dirac point due to electron transfer from the alkali-metal adatoms to the graphene. In the case of Al and In adsorption, the Dirac point and the DOS of graphene below the Dirac point are also well preserved, although there is a small distortion due to some degree of covalent bonding. The electron transfer from the p orbitals of Al and In adatoms to graphene shifts the Fermi level up ~ 0.90 eV away from the Dirac point. However, the transferred electrons occupy the spin-up and spin-down subbands above the Dirac point symmetrically and induce no magnetic moments. Transition metals on graphene exhibit strong covalent interactions between the metal adatom and carbon atoms of graphene and significantly modify the electronic structure of graphene. An important common character in the DOS shown in **Fig. 29** for 3d-transition-metal adatoms on graphene is the strong hybridization between d states of the adatoms and the p\(_z\) state of graphene. The d valence states of the 3d-transition-metal adatoms are well below the Fermi level and interact strongly with graphene, and destroy the Dirac point in the electronic structure of pure graphene. The occupation of the spin-up and spin-down states is very uneven for Fe and V adatoms on graphene, suggesting large magnetic moments. For Co and Ni on graphene, the occupation of the spin-polarized d states is almost symmetric, resulting in a much smaller magnetic moment. In comparison with alkali- and group-III metal adatom adsorption, the interaction between the 3d-transition-metal adatoms and graphene is much stronger.

For transition metal adatoms and nanoclusters that carry magnetic moments, binding to graphene presents a chemical route to localized magnetic moments in graphene and may facilitate development of future graphene-based spintronic and microelectronic devices. Recently, scanning tunneling microscopy, x-ray adsorption spectroscopy, and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) techniques have been used to investigate the adsorption behavior of TM adatoms on graphene [79-85]. The XMCD proves Fe and Co adatoms to be paramagnetic with high spin configuration, and Ni adatoms exhibit a nonmagnetic ground state [83] as one can see from **Fig. 30**. It is worth noting that the spin configuration is also substrate-dependent [80,168]. Cobalt atoms on G1/Ru(0001) feature a large magnetic moment which indicates high spin state. By contrast, the magnetic moment is strongly reduced due to hybridization with G1/Ir(111) [80-81]. Another experiment [168] also reports similar observations that the ground spin state is
substrate dependent for Fe and Co adatoms on graphene supported by highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite and few layer graphene, respectively [83].

In addition to isolated metal adatoms, the magnetic properties of metal clusters on graphene [169-178] have also attracted much more attention recently. Metal clusters on graphene introduce magnetic moment in graphene [175-176] which can be used in ferromagnetic spin injectors. As discussed in Sec. 2.2, formation of 3d transition metal clusters on graphene has been observed in several experiments [79-85]. Theoretical calculations suggested that clusters of Mn [69], Fe [70,74], Co [71-73], Ni [70,73] on graphene are energetically favorable [175-176]. However, the magnetic moments of most of the transition metal clusters on graphene are reduced from the values in the corresponding free-standing clusters due to charge redistribution caused by interaction with graphene substrate [175-176]. Mn clusters on graphene are exceptional. Using DFT calculations it was shown that a Mn$_7$ cluster on graphene exhibits a magnetic moment enhancement. The cluster on graphene has a moment of 6.3 $\mu_B$ which is larger than 5.0 $\mu_B$ in an isolated Mn$_7$ cluster by 26% [176]. The spin-polarized electron density distribution in Mn$_7$ on graphene has also been examined as one can see in Fig. 31. The figure shows that the magnetic moment is mainly from the Mn$_7$ cluster (Fig. 31(b)). The total net magnetic moment of the Mn$_7$ cluster is about 6.0 $\mu_B$. In addition, Mn$_7$ adsorption induces a magnetic moment of 0.3 $\mu_B$ in the graphene layer. Indeed, Fig. 31 shows that the carbon atoms beneath the Mn cluster exhibit noticeable magnetic moments. There are spin-up states next to the Mn atoms and spin-down charge densities in the next shell, based on the 2D contour plot shown in Fig. 31(c). The integration of spin-polarized charge density on all carbon atoms is positive. Therefore, there is a net magnetic moment from graphene which contributes to the enhancement of the magnetic moment in the Mn$_7$/graphene system. The behavior of the magnetic moment of Mn clusters on graphene [176] is in contrast to other transition metal clusters on graphene.

9. Metals on graphite: Comparison to graphene

9.1 General comments

Graphite and graphene are similar yet different. Whereas graphite is a semi-metal, having a small conduction band, graphene is a zero-bandgap semiconductor [179]. Graphite has only a third of the charge density of graphene [180], and its surface energy is 17% higher (54.8 mJ/m$^2$ vs. 46.7 mJ/m$^2$, respectively) [181]. From a chemical bonding point of view, van der Waals forces exist between carbon sheets in graphite but are obviously lacking for isolated graphene sheets. For all of these reasons and more, one expects adsorption of metals on graphite and graphene to be at least somewhat different.

In terms of energetic parameters, such as the adsorption energy and the diffusion barrier for metals on these two carbonaceous substrates, there are only a few metals for which comparisons can be made. All of the comparisons are based on DFT, and most are for transition metals (Cr, Pt, Cu, Ag, Au). These values have been reviewed and compiled recently [182]. Comparison between the best available estimates of adsorption energies is also reported here in Table 2. For this limited range of metals, the adsorption energy of a metal atom on graphene is consistently and significantly lower than that on graphite, while the diffusion barrier is lower than or comparable to that on graphite.
Notably, differences between metal adsorption on graphene and graphite are, in a sense, being approached by the experimental comparisons of metal bonding to n-layer graphene that were reviewed in Section 3. Metal bonding depends strongly on the number of carbon layers, at least in the few-layer regime. However, there appear to be no experimental comparisons between true graphite and graphene with regard to metal adsorption and nucleation. This is an area that is still in the very early stages of exploration.

9.2. Case study: Cu deposition on graphite

Despite extensive studies of the formation of metal NCs by deposition on graphite, a detailed and rigorous connection of the clusters characteristics to the underlying nucleation process has rarely been provided [71,183-185]. Here, we just describe one recent detailed analysis for Cu deposition on HOPG where the default deposition process utilized an e-beam heater. Fig. 32 presents STM images for deposition at room temperature revealing the formation of 3D Cu NCs on broad terraces of HOPG, together with a more extensive decoration of steps on the substrate. Quantitative analysis of the mean island or NC density, and the island size distribution from such data is shown in Fig.33. Separate DFT analysis indicated a Cu diffusion barrier of $E_d = 0.020$ eV and an adsorption energy of $E_a = 0.589$ eV for this system. However this $E_d$ would imply an NC density at least an order of magnitude lower than the experimental value assuming homogeneous nucleation corresponding to irreversible island formation with a critical size $i=1$ (and even lower value allowing reversibility in this process). Considering various modifications to the simplest nucleation picture (adding an extra barrier for aggregation and nucleation, suppression of island growth above a threshold size, initiation NC nucleation via a place-exchange event often labeled as $i =0$) can improve some aspects of the model agreement with experiment, but none can match all of the mean island density, the linear increase with coverage, and the monotonically decreasing island size distribution shown in Fig.33.

The resolution of the difficulty in model NC formation came from the realization that a small fraction, $p \approx 5 \times 10^{-4}$, of ions in the deposition source were responsible for ion-mediated heterogeneous nucleation. Specifically, each such ion induces localized damage of the HOPG surface which acts as a nucleation center for Cu NC formation. This picture was confirmed by performing additional experiments without crucible bias and filament current to eliminate the presence of ions, showing a lack of NC formation on terraces. Simulation and analytic treatment of the model of ion-mediated nucleation described all aspects of the experimental observations as indicated in Fig.33. The linear increase in NC density with coverage is immediately clear, as is the generation of a random distribution of NCs on the surface. Simulations confirm the monotonically decreasing nature of the NC size distribution. An additional analysis considered the inhibition of nucleation as a result of the diminution of the portion of the surface not covered by the footprint of the 3D NCs. It was shown that a suitably refined Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Komogorov formulation capturing this inhibition could recover experimental observations. See also Fig. 33.

10. Intercalation for supported graphene systems and for graphite

Surface-tailored intercalation of metals in layered compounds offers a versatile way to modify the surface properties of these materials. It has the potential to form two-dimensional metal layers that are chemically and mechanically protected, spatially
localized, and functionally tailored. The combination of intercalated surface islands plus the modified overlayer could be useful in magnetic storage devices, micro- or nano-mechanical systems, and plasmonics.

There are striking examples showing that intercalation can change the surface properties of graphene. Inhomogeneous graphene substrates with mixed areas of different intercalation have been prepared for graphene grown on SiC(0001) [186]. With Ge used as intercalant, it was possible to generate three types of regions: pristine, n-doped (1-layer Ge), and p-doped (2-layer Ge) areas that have potential use as in-plane transistors [63,64,186-187]. Superconductivity in Ca-intercalated multilayer epitaxial graphene films on SiC has also been reported [188]. Transition metal [71-72] intercalation (e.g., Co on G1/Ir(111)) was also shown to have dramatic effects on the magnetic properties of graphene [189]. In a following section, we give examples showing that nucleation and growth of metals on graphene is also strongly affected by intercalation.

Another promising property is the ability of the overlying carbon layer to shield and pacify any underlying metal [190]. For instance, surfaces of Cu and Ni coated by monolayer graphene are protected from oxidation, even under quite challenging conditions (elevated temperature in air [191] or aqueous electrochemical environments [192-193].) Several reports also indicate that intercalated metals are oxidation-resistant [53,194-195]. Remarkably, Co oxide nanoparticles on top of graphene/SiC(0001) actually undergo de-oxidation, and the metallic Co intercalates, when heated in vacuum. Subsequently, the intercalated Co is not susceptible to re-oxidation [53].

For layered carbon, there are essentially two classes of intercalation systems. One class is based on bulk compounds of graphite, which are well-known and diverse; here, the intercalant occupies the galleries between carbon sheets [196-199]. The other is based on supported graphene [16], where the intercalant is at or near the graphene-support interface, often modifying the electronic properties of the graphene blanket while leaving its structural integrity intact.

Interesting and active areas of inquiry are described in more detail below, for both classes of intercalation systems they include the way in which intercalation changes surface properties as well as and the driving force, mechanism, and kinetics of intercalation. The spatial density and distribution of the intercalant is also of interest.

10.1 Effect of intercalation on surface metal growth

While experiments on exfoliated graphene of various thicknesses from single to multilayers have shown that the island density can depend dramatically on the carbon layer thickness for Cs [37] and for Au [16,17], recent experiments also show that metal intercalation [35,186,200-202] provides a way to effectively modify the properties of graphene and tune the adatom bonding. It has been shown that adsorption of metal atoms can be manipulated by the insertion of metallic layers between graphene and the supporting substrate [202]. By preparing a graphene sample on Ir(111) such that intercalated and non-intercalated regions coexist (i.e. partial intercalation), Schumacher et al. [201-202] showed that nucleation of additional metal (Eu or Cs) is concentrated on top of the pristine areas, while the island density on the intercalated regions is essentially zero.

A key question is mass transport, i.e., how atoms deposited uniformly on graphene populate different areas depending on the local intercalation of the area. In a study by Michely et al., strong selectivity for adsorption of Eu and Cs on pristine G1/Ir(111),
compared to regions intercalated with Eu or Cs, was attributed to the adsorption energy
difference between the pristine and modified areas [202]. Nevertheless, it is also necessary
to address the question of mass transport, since the deposition process initially distributes
adatoms uniformly on intercalated and pristine areas. The metal adatoms must be able to
transfer very efficiently to the areas where islands nucleate.

Very recently, we proposed a mechanism that leads to selective adatom mass transport
on partially intercalated graphene through the electric field induced by inhomogeneous
electron doping [203]. Using first-principles calculations, we showed that Eu and Cs
intercalation can induce highly n-doped graphene patches by charge transfer to graphene.
This redistribution of the electrons makes the electrostatic potential lower in the
intercalated graphene areas and thus induces a strong electric field across the boundary
between the intercalated and non-intercalated domains. This field provides significant
driving force for biased diffusion of the positively charged metal adatoms toward the
non-intercalated domains and can account for the unusual nucleation observed exclusively
on these areas.

10.2 Driving force and mechanism for intercalation and the intercalant distribution

In supported graphene, the driving force for intercalation involves interaction with
the support, as well as with the upper carbon layer. Reactive supports have included single
crystals of all of the late transition metals, such as Cu(111), Ni(111), Ru(0001), Ir(111); and
of some carbides, notably SiC(001). Elemental intercalants in this class include
hydrogen, oxygen, fluorine, silicon, germanium, indium, and a variety of metals spanning
the alkali metals, alkaline earths, transition metals, and rare earths.

In bulk graphite, intercalation is driven by charge transfer to or from the amphoteric
carbon sheets, which is balanced against the strain introduced by the intercalant and the
disruption of the van der Waals interaction between sheets. The presence of strain is
evident in the fact that a quantity called the staging index (the number of carbon layers
separating layers of intercalant along the c-axis) can take values as high as 10. Effectively,
this is because the elastic interaction between adjacent carbon sheets is repulsive
[197,198]. Intercalation compounds of graphite are generally stabilized by small ionic
radius and low ionization potential, reflecting the competing influences of strain and
charge transfer.

The mechanism for intercalation involves complex diffusion processes along and
between layers, and the stable states depend sensitively upon van der Waals interactions.
The microscopic mechanisms and dynamics of these processes are not well understood.
Several mechanisms for spontaneous surface intercalation under supported graphene have
been considered in the literature, some justified more fully than others: (1) Diffusion from
edges of graphene flakes toward the interior [204-207]; (2) Penetration at nanoscale
features such as domain boundaries or nanoscale cracks formed by large compressive
forces (wrinkles) [186,200,204,208]; (3) Intercalation though localized or point-like
defects [209,210]; (4) Place-exchange between an adatom and a C atom in the
atomically-perfect surface, followed by self-healing of the C sheet at high temperatures
[206,209-213]; and (5) Formation of an intermediate carbide [214].

Inspection of the literature cited above indicates that the mechanism for metal
intercalation depends strongly on the chemical nature of the metals and the structure of the
carbon surface. For instance, Jin et al. [205] reported that Ni and Pb follow much different
intercalation pathways (place exchange and step entry, respectively) for G1/Ru(001) and attributed this to the difference in interaction strength of each metal with the carbon layer. Lahiri et al. reported formation of an intermediate carbide during intercalation of Ni but not Cu, for graphene supported on Ni(111) [214,215]. Huang et al. [211] found that the rare earth Ce was unusual, in that it intercalated at 300 K, in contrast to 6 other elements studied, Pt, Pd, Ni, Co, Au, and In, which all required heating to 500-800 K, on G1/Ru(001). It should be noted that by contrast, Schumacher et al. found that the rare earth Eu intercalates under G1/Ir(111) only at elevated temperatures [202].

There are at least two recent examples that illustrate the importance and versatility of the atomic arrangement of the intercalant. First is the case of Ge on graphene/SiC(001), mentioned earlier, where buried Ge can be one- or two-layers thick, depending on annealing conditions, resulting in the overlying carbon sheet being n- or p-doped, respectively [63,64,186,187]. Second, Petrov et al. [200] have shown that Cs intercalates beneath G1/Ir(111), in three phases with different densities, depending on experimental conditions. In the same vein, for bulk graphite it is well known that intercalation compounds can exhibit complex phase equilibria in which the density and structure of intercalants vary significantly [196-198].

11. Summary

In this article, we have reviewed recent experimental and computational studies of the interactions, growth morphologies, and stability of various metals on different types of graphene, i.e. graphene grown on Si-terminated SiC, graphene on SiO$_2$, and graphene grown on metals. We should also note limited studies of metal growth on graphene supported on other substrates, e.g., Co deposited on G1/Zn(0001) at room temperature and annealed to 350°C [216].

For metals on graphene on the SiC substrate, experimental studies using physical vapor deposition and STM show that Gd, Dy, Fe, Eu, and Pb have very different growth morphologies and thermal stability although they all follow a 3D growth mode. Pb can form large crystalline NCs on graphene with multiple ~10 layers heights even at very low temperature. Eu on graphene also forms large NCs and annealing at relatively low temperatures (below 400K) transforms the large NCs into an almost continuous film with thickness equal to the deposited amount, ~3 layers, covering the graphene fully. On the other hand, Gd, Dy, and Fe on graphene tend to have higher NC densities, indicating higher diffusion barriers generally associated with stronger interaction with graphene. In particular, Gd forms fractal-like 3-D NCs over a wide range of coverage and temperature. Most interestingly, the growth of Fe on graphene deviates from the prediction of classical nucleation theory. The density of Fe NCs does not reach saturation but grows almost linearly with coverage, and the NCs are essentially unchanged after annealing. This indicates the presence of repulsive interactions between the Fe adatoms which suppress monomer aggregation to preexisting NCs.

For metal nanostructures on few-layer graphene (FLG) supported on SiO$_2$/Si, experimental studies indicate the importance of electrostatic interactions in determining film and nanoparticle morphology. Many experimental studies have focused on Au films and NCs with particular emphasis on elucidating the dependence of the morphology on the number of graphene layers. Some interest in these systems is also driven by applications to Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) [217]. A significant number of studies
also explore Ag films, focusing on the variation of key features with the number of graphene layers. Various other metals have been considered, with a rather detailed analysis of the filamentary morphologies of Yb again associated with electrostatic effects.

For metal nanostructures on metal-supported monolayer graphene, the rumpled structure of graphene supported on several single-crystal transition metal surfaces provides a natural, periodically-templated substrate with the potential for directed-assembly of metal NCs at specific locations. Indeed, it is often observed that NCs nucleate and remain in a specific region of the Moiré cell, thereby creating a periodic array of NCs in the regime where all cells are populated. While the basic features of nucleation in the case of significant inter-Moiré cell transport are similar to those on an unstructured substrate, the detailed dependence on the various energetic parameters characterizing the interaction of metal adatoms with the rumpled graphene sheet is less clear. There is reason to believe that a simple mean-field treatment of nucleation might not be adequate. For this reason, we have implemented atomistic simulations of the nucleation process which by comparison with experiment can more reliably assess these various energetic parameters. We have extended previous modeling to compare energetic parameters for Ru, Pt, and Rh on G1/Ru(0001) (where the filling factor, FF, or island density decreases, and thus the effective surface mobility increases, from Ru to Pt to Rh). The behavior of FF versus coverage is naturally compared with the classic case of Ir on G1/Ir(111) where there is negligible inter-moiré cell transport. We have also discussed the extension of experiment and modeling to the case of co-deposition and directed-assembly of bimetallic NCs.

First-principles calculations on the adsorption properties of metal adatom on graphene have provided very useful insights into the growth morphology and thermal stability of metal nanostructures. In particular, the calculations suggest that the 3-D growth mode observed for most metals can be predicted from $E_a/E_b$, the ratio between the adsorption energy and the bulk binding energy of the metals. Small $E_a/E_b$ ratios favor 3-D morphology and vice versa. In order to form good metal/graphene interfaces through layer-by-layer growth (an essential requirement for good metal contacts in graphene devices), a metal with strong interaction with graphene may be needed. The calculations also show that metals forming large NCs on graphene (e.g., Pb and Eu) have relatively small diffusion barriers, consistent with classical nucleation theory. The calculations also indicate that metal adsorption can induce substantial changes in the structural, electronic and magnetic properties of graphene which may also affect the growth morphology and stability of the metal NCs, but the detailed mechanisms are still not fully understood.

We note that metal nucleation and growth on graphene and on graphite exhibit quantitatively different behavior. Experiments on exfoliated graphene of variable thickness (ranging from single to multilayer graphene) have shown that the nucleated NC density decreases monotonically with graphene layer thickness. This dependence can be related to the decreasing contribution of the repulsive interactions within the charged metal NCs for growth on multilayer graphene, which favors larger NC size and lower NC density with increasing layer thickness. However, controlling the graphene thickness may provide an interesting avenue to tune metal nucleation so the metal morphology can meet the requirements of various applications. These areas are still in the early stages of investigation.
Finally, we show that intercalation offers an interesting avenue to tune metal nucleation so that the metal growth morphology on graphene can meet the requirements of various applications. These issues are still in the early stages of investigation [218].
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Table 1. The adsorption energy ($E_a$, eV), diffusion barrier ($E_d$, eV), charge transfer ($\Delta q$, electron), bond order ($\xi$), dipole moment (P, Debye), magnetic moment of the adatom/graphene system ($\mu$, $\mu_0$), magnetic moment of isolated atoms ($\mu_0$, $\mu_3$), in-plane distortion (d$_{ij}$, Å), ratio of adsorption energy to bulk binding energy ($E_a/E_b$, where $E_b$ are from Ref. 149), and energy difference between bulk binding energy and adsorption energy ($E_b-E_a$, eV).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adatom</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>$E_a$</th>
<th>$E_d$</th>
<th>$\Delta q$</th>
<th>$\xi$</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
<th>$\mu_0$</th>
<th>d$_{ij}$</th>
<th>$E_a/E_b$</th>
<th>$E_b-E_a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.2562</td>
<td>0.2941</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0178</td>
<td>0.7707</td>
<td>0.3738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.6716</td>
<td>0.1302</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0153</td>
<td>0.6034</td>
<td>0.4414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.0880</td>
<td>0.0641</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0124</td>
<td>1.1649</td>
<td>0.1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cs</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.4445</td>
<td>0.0342</td>
<td>0.90$^a$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>1.7966</td>
<td>-0.6405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.0279</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0185</td>
<td>1.4821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.4704</td>
<td>0.1414</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0162</td>
<td>0.2557</td>
<td>1.3696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.0740</td>
<td>0.1414</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0188</td>
<td>0.3168</td>
<td>2.3160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.8113</td>
<td>0.1088</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0172</td>
<td>0.3219</td>
<td>1.7087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.2294</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.0081</td>
<td>0.1130</td>
<td>1.8007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.1016</td>
<td>0.1961</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.0138</td>
<td>0.2075</td>
<td>4.2084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.1874</td>
<td>0.0058</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>0.0066</td>
<td>0.0457</td>
<td>3.9126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.1590</td>
<td>0.0683</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
<td>0.0545</td>
<td>2.7610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.8980</td>
<td>0.5841</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.0213</td>
<td>0.2098</td>
<td>3.3820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.2257</td>
<td>0.4151</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.0195</td>
<td>0.2792</td>
<td>3.1643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.5346</td>
<td>0.2167</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.0170</td>
<td>0.3456</td>
<td>2.9054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.0756</td>
<td>0.0417</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0116</td>
<td>0.2765</td>
<td>2.8144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.5516</td>
<td>0.1878</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>0.2657</td>
<td>4.2884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.2273</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0133</td>
<td>0.0913</td>
<td>2.2627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.0212</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
<td>2.9288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.0964</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
<td>0.0253</td>
<td>3.7136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.9776</td>
<td>0.4396</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0132</td>
<td>0.5817</td>
<td>1.4224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.8165</td>
<td>0.3724</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0139</td>
<td>0.8488</td>
<td>0.3235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eu</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.9975</td>
<td>0.1285</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
<td>0.5363</td>
<td>0.8625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.6607</td>
<td>0.3098</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0144</td>
<td>0.4011</td>
<td>2.4793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.5259</td>
<td>0.1773</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0147</td>
<td>0.5019</td>
<td>1.5141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.4244</td>
<td>0.1496</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0082</td>
<td>0.2653</td>
<td>1.1756</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Charge transfer obtained by Bader analysis; others obtained from QUABMOs methods [67].

Table 2. Comparison between the best available values of: $E_a$/graphene in eV (Ref. [57]), $E_a$/graphite in eV (Ref. [182] except for Cr from Ref. [32]), and $E_a$/metals in eV (from Ref. [148] and Da-Jiang Liu, unpublished). All values come from DFT calculations. All calculations for $E_a$/graphite include dispersion force correction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adatom</th>
<th>Graphene</th>
<th>Graphite</th>
<th>Metals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>1.552</td>
<td>1.869</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figures

Fig. 1. STM image (5.56×7.31 nm²) of the clean graphene lattice supported on Si-terminated SiC (0001) showing corrugation spots due to the 6√3 reconstruction. The periodicity of the graphene lattice is 0.25 nm and the periodicity of the corrugation is 1.84 nm which is close to the size of the 6×6 supercell that is commonly observed with STM (depending on tunneling voltage). Adapted from Ref. [13]. Copyright @ 2009 American Physical Society.

Fig. 2. (a) LEEM image of Li deposition on graphene/SiC(0001). The field of view is 50 μm and the electron energy is $E_{\text{vac}}=1.7\text{eV}$. Adapted from Ref. [52]. Copyright @ 2010 American Physical Society. (b) STM image of Low-coverage Na chains (V=−2.18 V, 62 pA) on graphene/SiC(0001). Adapted from Ref. [53]. Copyright @ 2012 American Physical Society. (c) Topographic image of the graphite surface after the deposition of potassium, showing isolated potassium atoms. The tunneling bias and current are -2V and 5pA. Adapted from Ref. [55]. Copyright @ 2011 American Physical Society.
**Fig. 3.** STM images (30×30 nm²) of Cs on graphene. (a) 1 ML Cs deposition on monolayer graphene. (b) 1 ML Cs deposition on bilayer graphene. (c) 1/3 ML Cs deposition on bilayer graphene. (d) 1/3 ML Cs deposition on six layers graphene. Insets display the corresponding power spectra obtained from Fourier transform of the STM images. Adapted from Ref. [54]. Copyright @ 2012 American Physical Society.

![Energy vs. K-K distance](image)

**Fig. 4.** Interaction energy $E_{\text{inter}}$ (blue solid circles and blue solid line) of K-K adatoms on graphene as a function of K-K separation. The electric dipole-dipole interaction $E_{d-d}$ (red solid circles and red dot line) and bare Coulomb interaction $E_{b-c}$ (pink dashed line), respectively, are also shown for comparison. Adapted from Ref. [68]. Copyright @ 2015 American Physical Society.

**Fig. 5.** (a) Mn on graphene: STM image (150×150 nm²), -0.12V, 0.37nA. Adapted from Ref. [69]. Copyright @ 2012 American Chemical Society. (b) Fe on EG/SiC(0001): STM image (250×220 nm²), $\theta = 0.64$ ML, $F = 0.054$ ML/min, RT. The NC density is $N = 3.9\times10^3$ NCs/nm². Adapted from Ref. [88]. Copyright @2011 IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK & the USA. (c) Co on graphene. The inset exhibits top site adsorption. The tunneling parameters are $U = 0.4 (-0.5)$ V and $I = 0.025 (0.3)$ nA. Adapted from Ref. [83]. Copyright @ 2013 American Physical Society. (d) Ni on graphene. The inset reveals hollow site adsorption. The tunneling parameters are $U = 0.4 (-0.1)$ V and $I = 0.1(0.15)$ nA. Adapted from Ref. [83]. Copyright @ 2013 American Physical Society.
Fig. 6. Fe on graphene. (a) 0.003 ML, (b) 0.16 ML, (c) 0.65 ML, (d) 0.87 ML, and (e) 2.3 ML. Small NCs in each image show the new NCs that have just nucleated. All images are 200×200 nm$^2$ except (b) which is 150×150 nm$^2$. Adapted from Ref. [70]. Copyright @ 2012 American Physical Society.
Fig. 7. STM images at the Co coverage of (a) 0.13ML, (b) 0.26ML, and (c) 0.51ML showing morphologies of Co on EG/6\sqrt{3}/SiC at room-temperature. Co flux used is \((4.3\pm0.2)\times10^{-3}\) ML/s. Line profile in (a) showing the cross-section of one of the Co clusters is given as inset. The sample biases used are between -1.3 and -1.5 V for images. Adapted from Ref. [71]. Copyright @ 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Fig. 8. Interaction energy \(E_{\text{total-inter}}\) (solid diamond) for pairs of Fe adatoms on graphene as a function of Fe-Fe separation \(r\) from first-principles DFT calculations. \(V(r)\) (solid green line) is fitted to the total interaction energy from the DFT calculations. \(V_d(r)\) (dashed red line)) is the dipole-dipole interaction energy. The elastic interaction energies from DFT calculations are also shown (open diamond). Adapted from Ref. [79]. Copyright @ 2011 American Physical Society.
Fig. 9. Growth morphologies of RE on graphene/SiC. (a) High NC density and fractal-shape islands were observed for Gd (Adapted from Ref. [88]. Copyright ©2011 IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK & the USA.). (b) High NC density was also observed for Dy. (Adapted from Ref. [89]. Copyright ©2013 IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK & the USA.). (c) layer-by-layer growth was observed for Eu. (Adapted from Ref. [87]. Copyright © 2010 American Physical Society).

Fig. 10. (a) Practically constant island density vs coverage at room temperature for Gd on graphene with F=0.12 ML/min. The corresponding images are shown in (b)-(d). (b) 210×210 nm$^2$, 0.5ML (c) 250×250nm$^2$, 1.2 ML (d) 250×250 nm$^2$, 3.6 ML. Adapted from Ref. [88]. Copyright © 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
Fig. 11. (a) The nucleated island density after 0.4 ML of Dy has been deposited at room temperature over an area of 1000×1000Å². The island density is $2 \times 10^{-4}$ islands per Å² indicating slow diffusion. Adapted from Ref. [15] Copyright © 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. (b) Dy NCs grown on epitaxial graphene at 660 K after continuous deposition, with 1.36 ML. The corresponding area is 250×240 nm². The majority of the NCs have triangular shapes with equal number of NCs pointing in opposite directions suggesting they are fcc(111) NCs. Adapted from Ref. [89]. Copyright © 2013 IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK & the USA.

Fig. 12. (a)-(f) STM images of Eu on graphene supported by Ir(111) substrate at 35 K. (a) 0.008 ML, Eu monomers and dimers. (b) 0.018 ML, Eu monomers and dimers. (c) 0.033 ML, Eu
monomers and dimers. (d) 0.05 ML, Eu dimers, trimers and tetramers. (e) 0.15 ML, Eu$_{10}$ cluster. (f) 0.25 ML, Eu$_{24}$ cluster. (g)-(i) STM images of Eu on graphene supported by Ir(111) substrate at room temperature, 320×320 nm$^2$ (insets: 40×40 nm$^2$). (g) 0.12 ML. Inset at the lower right: 2D self-correlation of a 60×60 nm$^2$ image part covered by clusters only. (h) 0.40 ML. The inset if filtered to enhance the moiré contrast. Adapted from Ref. [91]. Copyright © IOP Publishing Ltd and Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft.

**Fig. 13.** (a) Pb on graphene: 250×250 nm$^2$ area with only 3 large Pb islands the deposition temperature is 40 K and then annealed to room temperature, deposited amount 0.8 ML. The NCs have heights of 8-, 6-, 7- layers from left to right. Adapted from Ref. [15]. Copyright © 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. (b) Cu on ZLG (zero layer graphene) after Cu deposition with the amount of 12 Å. Adapted from Ref. [97]. Copyright © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
Fig. 14. Morphologies, size, and density of Au NPs on n-layer graphene after annealing at 1535 K in vacuum for 30 s. No Au NPs are found in the substrate. (a) Au NPs on 1-layer, 2-layer, and 3-layer graphene, respectively. (b) Statistics of the size and density of Au NPs on n-layer graphene. Adapted from Ref. [17]. Copyright @ 2009 American Chemical Society.

Fig. 15. Typical SEM images of various Au nanostructures formed by deposition of Au on n-layer graphene. Scale bar: 500 nm. (a) Polygons. (b) Dendrites. (c) Irregular islands. (d) Dense clusters. Adapted from Ref. [27]. Copyright @ 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Fig. 16. SEM images showing the transformation of Au nanostructures on graphene into 6-sided polygonal Au NPs after annealing at 975 K (a,c) and also to triangular Au NPs annealing at 1075 K (b,d) for 2 h. Film thickness: 2.0 nm. Scale bar: 200 nm. Adapted from Ref. [26]. Copyright @ 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Fig. 17. (a) HRSEM images of Au NPs prepared on n-layer graphene on a SiO₂/Si substrate. The numbers and arrow indicate the number of graphene layers. Inset in (a) is an AFM image of the same region before nanoparticle growth. (b) Average diameter of Au NPs as a function of n. The red line is a power law fit suggested by theory. Inset in (b) is the corresponding dependence of the variance of the diameter distribution; the curve shows the theoretically predicated linear dependence. Adapted from Ref. [16]. Copyright © 2010 American Chemical Society.
**Fig. 18.** SEM image of Yb NPs formed after annealing on graphene. The metal atoms condense to form anisotropic filamentary structures. The left panel is for an average coverage of 0.12 nm and the right is for an average coverage of 0.5 nm. Adapted from Ref. [18]. *Copyright @ 2010 American Physical Society.*
Fig. 19. Schematics showing: (a) periodically-modulated G1-Ru(0001) from an STM image from Ref. [139] indicating one moiré cell and also including superimposed NCs in the fcc region; (b) the coordinate system used to describe the surface energetics in our modeling. Copyright @ 2013 American Institute of Physics.

Fig. 20. (a) 0.03 ML Ir on G1/Ir(111) at 350 K with FF ≈ 0.65. Image size: 55×55 nm². Adapted from Ref. [49] Copyright @ 2006 American Physical Society. (b) 0.05 ML Ru on G1/Ru(0001) at 305 K with FF ≈ 0.29. Image size: 35×35 nm². Adapted from Ref. [139] Copyright @ 2013 American Institute of Physics. (c) 0.05 ML Pt on G1/Ru(0001) at 309 K with FF ≈ 0.20. Image size: 35×35 nm². Adapted from Ref. [139] Copyright @ 2013 American Institute of Physics. (d) 0.05 ML Rh on G1/Ru(0001) at 295 K with FF ≈ 0.13. Image size: 50×50 nm². Adapted from Ref. [132] Copyright @ 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. Note that more complete periodic NC arrays are formed for higher coverages in these systems.
Fig. 21. (a) Ir on G1/Ir(111) at 350 K with $F \approx 0.2$ ML/min. The $\theta \approx 2$ ML data point reflects coalescence effects. Adapted from Ref. [49] Copyright @ 2006 American Physical Society. (b) Ru on G1/Ru(0001) at 305 K with $F \approx 0.01-0.1$ ML/min. Adapted from Ref. [135] Copyright @ 2013 Materials Research Society. (c) Pt on G1/Ru(0001) at 309 K with $F \approx 0.03$ ML/min. Adapted from Ref. [135] Copyright @ 2013 Materials Research Society. (d) Rh on G1/Ru(0001) at 295 K simulated for $F \approx 0.03$ ML/min. Adapted from Ref. [132] Copyright @ 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. Experimental data is shown by symbols. Smooth curves for (b-d) are produced by our KMC modeling.

Fig. 22. STM images of Ir, Pt, W, Re, Fe, Au on graphene at room temperature. (a) Ir/G1/Ir(111), 0.20ML. (b) Pt/G1/Ir(111), 0.25ML. (c) W/G1/Ir(111), 0.44ML. (d) Re/G1/Ir(111), 0.53ML. (e) Fe/G1/Ir(111), 0.77ML. (f) Au/G1/Ir(111), 0.25ML. Adapted from Ref. [105]. Copyright @ IOP Publishing Ltd and Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft.
Fig. 23. 1D schematic of the binding energy variation for metal adatoms across the moiré cell. Fine-scale variation of the binding energy, $E_b$: highly oscillatory thin curve where local minima are adsorption sites. Coarse variation of the adsorption energy (green dashed curve) $E_{ads} = \delta \sin^2(\pi \sqrt{3}x/L_M) + \delta^* \sin^2(\pi y/L_M)$ in the triangle corresponding to 1/6 of the fcc half moiré cell with $x$- and $y$-axes shown in Fig. 19(b), and by $E_{ads} = \Delta + (\delta - \Delta) \sin^2(\pi \sqrt{3}x/L_M) + \delta^* \sin^2(\pi y/L_M)$ in 1/6 of the hcp half moiré cell. Coarse variation of TS energy, $E_{TS}$ (red dashed curve) with form analogous to $E_{ads}$. Modeling sets $E'_p = E_p$ with $\Delta = \delta$ and $\delta^* = 0$, so $E_{ads}$ and $E_{TS}$ dashed curves are flat throughout the hcp region. Adapted from Ref. [139]. Copyright © 2013 American Institute of Physics.
**Fig. 24.** NC height distributions FF(h): (a) Experimental height distribution after Pt deposition and after Ru@Pt deposition. (b) Corresponding KMC results where in bars for Ru@Pt indicate separate contributions from mixed and pure Ru NCs. Here X@Y means Y then X. Adapted from Ref. [139]. Copyright @ 2013 American Institute of Physics.

**Fig. 25.** Predictions for size distributions for various types of NCs following sequential co-deposition of Pt and Ru on G1/Ru(0001) at 300-305 K. (a) 0.05 ML Ru then 0.06 ML Pt. (b) 0.05 ML Pt then 0.06 ML Ru. Adapted from Ref. [139]. Copyright @ 2013 American Institute of Physics.
Fig. 26. STM images of NC distributions for Pt deposition, (a), followed by Ru deposition Ru@Pt, (b), under conditions described in the text. Image size: 35 × 35 nm². KMC simulation of NC distributions for Pt deposition, (c), followed by Ru deposition Ru@Pt, (d), under conditions described in the text. Image size: 89 × 53 nm². Pure Pt (Ru) NCs are green (red), and mixed NCs have a green core and red ring. Adapted from Ref. [139]. Copyright @ 2013 American Institute of Physics.

Fig. 27. (a) Fe/Graphene: 250×250 nm², RT, 3ML, F = 0.25 ML/min, N = 5.1×10⁻³ NCs/nm²; (b) Annealing at 600 K for 20 min from (a) does not change NC density significantly, only the shape of individual NCs equilibrates and their average height increases; (c) Gd/Graphene: 250×215 nm², RT, 4ML, F = 0.1ML/min; (d) Fractal morphology is stable up to 800 K, but transition to crystalline shapes occurs at higher temperature, as shown in (d) where previous film was annealed at 1050 K for 5 min; (e) Dy/Graphene: 100×100 nm², RT, 2.0ML, 0.22 ML/min, N = 6×10⁻³ NCs/nm²; (f) annealing of (e) to 580 K transforms multiple level NCs with 4–7 Dy layers exposed into more uniform height shaped NCs and some of them coalesce, indicating lower thermal stability of Dy nanoparticles on graphene, as compared with Fe and Gd; (g) Eu/Graphene: 250×200 nm²,RT, 2.6ML, 0.16 ML/min; (h) Annealing of the Eu film from (g) at 365 K for 15 min transforms the lager islands into almost continuous film with thickness of 3 ML. Adapted from Ref. [90]. Copyright @ 2012 American Physical Society.
Fig. 28. Annealing STM images (i.e., 70×70 nm$^2$) of Pt cluster superlattice on graphene on Ir(111) with 0.25 ML at (a) 300K. (b) 400K. (c) 450K. (d) 500K. (e) 550K. (f) 650K. (g) Occupation probability $n$ (or filling fraction, FF) of moiré unit cell s with clusters as a function of annealing temperature $T$. (h) Arrhenius plot of cluster hopping rate $\nu(T)$. Adapted from Ref. [105]. Copyright @ IOP Publishing Ltd and Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft.

FIG. 29. Spin polarized electronic density of states (DOS) of adatom-graphene systems. The two spin polarizations are shown above and below the horizontal axis. The projected local partial DOS of the adatoms with the $s$ (blue thick solid line), $p$ (pink dashed line), and $d$ (green dash-dot line) characters respectively are also shown. Adapted from Ref. [57]. Copyright @ 2011 American Physical Society.
Fig. 30. XAS and XMCD measurements for (a) Fe (0.005 monolayer equivalent (MLE)), (b) Co (0.005 MLE), (c) Ni adatoms (0.007 MLE), and (d) higher Ni coverage (0.014 MLE) at $T = 10$ K, $B = 5$ T. The upper and lower panels display the $L_{3,2}$ edges of XAS and XMCD spectra achieved with parallel ($\parallel$) and antiparallel ($\perp$) alignment between the helicity of the incident beam and the magnetic field $B$, obtained at normal (0) and grazing (70) incident angle. The spectra have been normalized with respect to the incident beam intensity and the $L_3$ preedge intensity. The insets in (a), (b), and (d) show the XMCD divided by the averaged XAS intensity for 0 and 70, respectively. Adapted from Ref. [84]. Copyright © 2013 American Physical Society.

Fig. 31. Spin-polarized electron density difference (i.e., $\Delta \rho(r) = \rho_{\uparrow}(r) - \rho_{\downarrow}(r)$) of Mn$_7$ on graphene. (a) The most stable geometry of Mn$_7$ cluster on graphene with Mn atom number labeled. (b) 3D spin-polarized $\Delta \rho(r)$ of Mn$_7$ cluster on graphene. (c) 2D contour plot of spin-polarized $\Delta \rho(r)$ on the graphene layer. Dashed triangle represents the position of the first three Mn atoms. Red color indicates spin-up electron density, and blue color indicates spin-down electron density. Adapted from Ref. [176]. Copyright © 2014 American Chemical Society.
**Fig. 32.** (Color online) STM images and line profiles of Cu clusters on HOPG terraces, 250 × 250 nm$^2$, −0.8 to −1.0 V, 0.1 nA. (a) 0.003 ML, (b) 0.10 ML, and (c) 0.21 ML. Adapted from Ref. [185]. Copyright © 2014 American Physical Society.

**Fig. 33.** (Color online) (a) N vs coverage ($\theta$) for experiment (dots), and refined Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov theory (dashed line). Inset: KMC results for homogeneous (dashed line) and heterogeneous (solid line) nucleation. Error bars reflect statistical uncertainty based on sample size. Ion flux variation is reflected in scatter. (b) Scaled island size distribution for 0.1 ML from experiment (bars, 632 islands total), and from KMC simulations for homogeneous nucleation (blue circles, 5164 islands) and heterogeneous nucleation (red triangles, 1261 islands). Adapted from Ref. [185]. Copyright © 2014 American Physical Society.